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OVERVIEW OF THE THESIS 
Introduction 
Current social situations indicate that the institution of the . 
family is a changing institution. Its purpose, its functions, and its 
positi,on in soci,etal structure has not remained the same in historical 
documentation. And with these institutional changes cqme consequences 
for individuals participating in the institut,ion on the group level. 
The nature and consequences of these changes for the family as a group 
deserve consideration in research and in literature. 
This research is concerned with female familial role prescriptions 
which, like some other aspects of the family, are seemingly in a state. 
of transition or confusion. Female role prescriptions have been 
acclaimed as more clearly defined in the past than they presently are. 
The traditional ideal .set of behavior patterns and attitudes are seen as 
being supplemented with other socially acceptable .choices of behavi,or 
which ma,y be considered a deviation from or variation of a traditional· 
normative pattern. Of central concern is how a traditional and a non-
traditional role prescription relates to and is evaluated by.Black 
women and Black men. 
Recent .. literature indicates that opinions on the ideal, and real 
role.of Black females in the family are not consi~tent or in agreement 
1 
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Also the relationship of these roles to Black men and.Black wo~en are a 
point of considerable controversy. 
This research investigates the extent of endorsement of two role 
prescription by Black men and by Black women. The sample consists of 
a total of 401 Black students drawn from two southwestern universities, 
one predominantly Black and one predominantly White. Bas:f,c to the prob~. 
lem is to determine whether these role prescriptions are evaluated in a 
traditional or non-traditional manner, and the relationshiR of these 
role prescriptions to the "self." The following hypotheses are the 
focus of this empirical research. 
Hypothesis One 
There is .no difference by sex and by college and by marital status 
on: (1) dominance, (2) trad~tionalism, (3) non~traditionalism, and 
(4) estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis. Two 
There is no difference by sex and by college on the means of: 
(1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, .and (4) 
estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis Three 
There is no difference by sex and by marital.status in.the means 
on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, and 
(4) estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis Four 
There is no difference by sex, marital status, and college in the 
· means on: (1) dominance, (2) t't'aclitionalism, (3) non-traditionalism,. 
and (4) estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis Five 
There is no difference among categories of sex, college, and 
marital status on the intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, (2) 
traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, (4) self-e$trange:ment, and. 
(5) related variables of religiosity, educational level, social class, 
commitment to Black separatism, Black and White. integration, Women's 
liberation movement, Black power movement, and mother's occupation. 
Hypothesis.Six 
There is no difference among categories of sex and ma't'ital status 
on the intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, 
(3) non~traditionalism, (4) self-estrangement, and (5) related vari-
ables of religiosity, educational level, social class, CQmmitment to 
Black separatism, Black and White integration, Black power movement, 
Women's liberation movement, and mother's occupation. 
Hypothesis Seven 
3 
There is no difference among the categories of sex and college on 
the intercorrelations among: (1). dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) 
non-traditionali$m, (4) self-estrangement, and (5) related variables of 
religiosity, educational level, social class, commitment to Black 
separatism, Black and White integration, Black power movement, Women's 
liberation movement, and mother's occupation. 
Hypothesis Eight 
Among females, there is no difference by categories of High, 
4 
Middle, and Low traditionalism and High, Middle., and Low non-traditional-
ism, on dominance and estrangement. 
Hypothesis Nine 
Among females, there is no difference by paired categories of 
trichotomized traditional and non-traditional on dominance and estrange-· 
ment. 
Hypothesis Ten 
Among females, there is no difference by paired categories of tri-
chotomized non-traditional and dominance, and traditional and dominance, 
on estrangement. 
Organization of the Study 
The basic concepts and ideas underlying role prescriptions and 
role expectations are reviewed in Chapter II. The term role is some-
times used quite loosely to refer to many different phenomena, behaviors, 
and concepts. The exact meaning and usage of the term for this research 
is made explicit; with clarification of terms used in connection with 
role theory. Also included in Chapter II is a definition and discus-
sion of the term 11 f amily11 as used in this study. Essentially the . 
research is directed to the nuclear family as it.exists, or is 
documented as existing, in United States' society4 !his discussion 
includes the nature of family organization and the functions of the 
family in historical perspective. 
The methods and procedures followed in carrying out this research 
are carefully reviewed in Chapter III. The sample is thol,"oughly 
described in terms of its demographic characteristics. Also.. included 
i~ this section is the method of scale construction and method of 
evaluating and analyzing the relationship between scales and related 
variables. 
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Ch~pter IV consists of quantitative data analysis. The hypotheses 
are evaluated separately and a table has been constructed to show the. 
analysis in statistical form. One portion of the analysis is devoted. 
especiall,y to females in the sample. This part involves the examination 
of congruence and incongruence in female role prescriptions.· One final 
point of analysis will direct its attention to the.subscale items 
which comprise the total scales. 
Chapter Vis devoted to summarizing and interpreting the findings, 
with suggestions for further research in the area of sex roles. 
Findings for each hypotheses are reviewed separately with implications· 




In examining and reviewing concepts and ideas central to the pur-
pose of this research, several areas nrust be considered. These areas 
include role theory, family organization, and the functions of xhe 
family, analysis and content of female role prescriptions; and the 
relationship of these role prescriptions to Black women. This chapter 
carefully reviews related concepts and components of role theory in-
cluding definitions of roles and the relationship of roles to the 
family and the self. Also included is a basic. desq-ipt:i,on of the family 
as an institution and the family as a group, and description of the 
content.and characteristics of traditional and non-traditional female 
roles. This chapter concludes with literature regarding the relation-
ship of these roles .to Black women with possible explanations of the 
repercussions of such roles for the self. 
Review of Related Components of Role Theory 
The term "role" is used in.literature in many different; ways with 
many different meanings. The theory.of.roles deals.with concepts of· 
behavior usually associated with social norms, and therefore must be 
relative to the cultural context of which it is a part. Role theorists,. 
6 
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in general, seem to agree that roles are a part·of culture and are 
learned through the process of socialization. With the.combination of 
culture and socialization individuals come to participate.in role 
behavior and occupy status positions associated.with that role. 
Williamson (1971) states that while some behaviers. are explicitly pre-
scribed by cultur,e, others are unique to each.individual. Culture pro-
vides the explic:1,t,content of a role while socialization can tend to 
provide .uniqueness to the individual within that role, since role 
behaviors are determin,ed by the soci111lization of the individual and the 
immediate situational. need (Williamson,· 1971). 
A social role ha~ been defined as a.set of behavioral or att:1,tu-
dinal or psychological, characteristics associated with a particular. 
socially-recognized status or position (Heiss, 1968). A soc:1,al role 
may·be .evidenced in actuai behavior, ·or it may be a.concept or ideal 
construct of behavior.· These ideal constructs may sometimes be referred 
to as role expectations, role prescriptions or,role.descriptions. 
Lipman-Blumen (1973) conceptualizes social roles as having major co~-
ponent. parts of expecta,tiqns, .privileges, responsibilities, attitudes, 
and behaviors, ~nd :(urther defines the te,rm "role'.' as referring to a 
position in a, 
••• ·social .structure, inv:olving a .pattern of specific 
(elements of the categories of components of roles) 
and codified to some recognizable degree ,by· norms, . 
values, and sanctions (Lipman-:Blumen, 1973:106). 
A role prescription is essentially a covertly held belief or idea 
about what beh.avior patterns "ought". to be, (Biddle, 1966). Role pre-
scriptions, like role expectations, then, are collections of cognitive 
elements.· Unlike role expectations, role prescriptions are ideal·con-
structs which prescribe the appropriate conduct; att:1,tude, and 
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privileges for persons occupying a particular status or position •. 
Although mos.t stud:i,es of roles seem to focus on actual,. role behavioi::, 
the focus of this study is on the.ideal construct of ,behavior in terms 
of ideal role prescriptions. Reasons for this inc+ude the ideas that:· 
II The members of a group are often more.alike in the.norms they hold 
than in their· overt behavior" , (Homans, . 1966: 135)... One explanation 
given for this is, 
• ~. a person's object,ive recognition o:l; a norm, although 
under influence from other aspects of the .social ,system,. 
is under.less immediat~ influence than s9cial activity 
itself, and thus.varies less than his social activity 
(Biddle; 1966: 103). 
Also Biddle (1966) suggests that "role prescriptions appear to be 
among the most potent factors in the control of .human behavior." He 
states further that prescriptions have their controlling force _in the 
fact that they emerge from· the interaction of iadividuals in group sit7 
uations; and.are to some extent controlled by t~e behaviors which they 
presume to govern. 
Prescriptions are; then, expressions of internalized social and. 
cultu.ral norms.· George C. Homans (1950) states that; 
A norm, is an icl,ea in the minds of the members of a group, 
an .idea that cat). be put. in. the form of a statement .. 
specifying what the members or other men should do, ought 
tQ do, are expected to do, .. uncl,er given circumstances 
(Biddle, 1966:134). 
Homans warns that we should not equate.norms with behavior, but should 
analyze the relationship of the two. · Norms ai;:e what a society preaches, 
while behavior ,is a manifestation of these norms. in practice. The two 
are elastically linked. Although tqe ac~eptance of the no~ of a 
society may vary from group to group and individual _to individual, once 
the norm is firmly. established, in a cqgnitive sense, it ,exerts a back 
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effect upon the group and act~ as an incentive to bring behavior closer 
to the accepted norm (Homans, 1950). 
An important ingredient in the .analysis.of-roles in general, and 
family roles in particular, is examination of norms of reciprocity and 
norms of complimentarity. Alvin Gouldner charges that the functionalist 
point of view implies that social syste'Ql staqility depends in part on, 
" ••• the mutually contingent exchfinge,of gratifications, that is, on 
reciprocity of exchange" (Gouldner, 1960). Reciprocity involves the 
idea that each party has rights and duties, whiie complimentarity in-
volves the notion that one's rights are another's obligations. FQr 
Gouldner, reciprocity has its significance.to role·theory,in that·it. 
structures each role to include both rights and dut.ies, in its relation-
ship to, the total role, system. This appears to be· a disti.Rtie,n·· b,etween 
equal exchange and unequal· exchange. Role systems I then, involve 
various types of.social exchanges. Lindzey (1968) stresses the inteir-· 
behavioral nature of the concept of social role. Supposedly, roles are, 
organized as complementary.social .positions where the occupant of one 
position interbehaves with the occupant of another position, each taking 
into account the behaviors of the other. For the family system, members, 
then, interact on the basis of their social roles, each exchanging. 
grat:i,.fications. 
Gou1dner (1960) points to the significance of power differenc~s in 
the effective maintenance of rec:j,.procity:. 
Given significant power differences, egoistic motivations 
may. seek to get benefits. with,out, returning them. The 
situatiQn is ripe ,for the breakdQWn of rec:i,.proci.ty and for 
the development of system-disrupting exploitation 
(Gouldner, 1960:142). 
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In relation to the family as a system, individuals with significantly 
more power have the potential to receive more and . give less • 
The American nuclear family has been described as a subsystem of 
society with a structure characterized by differentiated statuses and 
roles related to age and sex (Parsons and Bales, 1956). Roles of 
husband and wife may stand in reciprocal or complimentary. positions, 
equal exchange or unequal exchange. Traditional family roles are 
differentiated in such a manner that, by Gouldner's definition, could 
not be considered as a.reciprocal relationship, but by Parsons's 
analysis could be considered to be such. A thorough analysis .· of the 
relationship between husband and wife roles requires a closer examina-
' tion of .the nature of the family as a social system within the society. 
Function, Organization, and Definition of the 
Family as a Social Group and.as a 
Social System 
As already noted, the family may be described as a subsystem of 
society composed of roles and statuses. Bernard Farber (1973) offers a 
more precise definition of the family as " ••• a small group consisting 
of parents and their non-adult children living in a single household." 
This is essentially a definition of the nucle~~ family. Some writers 
(Radcliffe-Brown, George Murdock) regard the family as a nuclear or con-
jugal unit and emphasize the universiality of the func.tions which it 
performs in all societies, Apart from these universal functions are 
individual functions of family members, which is not so universal. 
The common characteristics and functions of the nuclear family may 
be outlined by the following categories: 
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1. The marriage relationship, a relationship where male and female 
are regarded as having certain rights with regatd to sex relations, 
household membership, rights with regard to their children and rights 
pertaining to suste~ance (Farber, 1973), provides for the meeting of 
sexual needs of adult members of the society (Murdock, 1949). 
2. The nuclear family provides for procreation as a ref,!ult of the 
sex act (Murdock, 1949). It _is clearly a unit of reproduction. 
3. The nuclear family provides for economic necessities and is a 
unit of economic cooperation. Economic cooperation .is characterized by 
a division of labor, usually accqrding to sex and age classification 
(Murdock, 1949). The economic function tends to develop patterns of 
interdependency among family members. 
4. The nuclear family takes primary responsibility for the social-
ization of and care of children (Murdock, 1949). 
Sometimes mel).tioned as a· function of the family is "connnon resi-
dence." 
i 
It is the writer's contention that this.is not a function, but 
a character~stic which is a part of the definition of the family. 
Therefore it will not be treated as a function of the family. 
Not only.is the family a social .system and a social institution, 
it is also a social group with an accompanying system of .roles and role 
relationships. These marit~l roles perfonn, the universal functions by 
delegating duties and obligations to certain members. Of central impor~ 
tance to this research is the status and. role of females in the family 
as a social group. The following analysis attempts to clearly delineate 
the familial .role status of women both from a traditional and a non-
traditional point of view. 
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Female Familial Role Prescriptions 
Role prescriptions associated with the family are often described 
in terms of dominance/suberdinance, economic influence, task perfor-
mance, and decision making (Parsons, 1955). It is ev;ident that whether 
a certain role prescription is to be considered dominant or subordinate 
will ultimately depend· upon one's conceptian or definition of the term. 
· Talcott Parsons (1955) analyzed tqe statuses-of family positions as 
being based partly on the primary source of incqme of the family. 
Parsons states that: 
Among the occupatianal statuses of membe~s of a family, 
if there is more·· than one, much the most important is 
that.of the husQand and the father, net only because it 
is usually the primary source of family income, • but 
also because it is the most important single basis of 
the status of the family in the community at large. 
(Parsons, 1955:261). 
Malinowsky (1963) contends that one· of the social significances, of· 'the 
father ste~ from this status-providing fun~tion •. 
In terms of. task performanc~, roles are differentiated along. the 
line of-instrumental-expressive; where the adult male is seen as the 
"breadwinner" and the adult female role in the. "utilitarian division of 
labor" is that of "housekeeper" (Parsons, 1955). The husband is 
primarily concerned with economics and power functions while the wife 
is primarily concerned with affection and personality and beauty •. These 
sex roles tra4itionally conform to a generalized cultural norm of sex. 
role behavio:i:- •. 
The analy~is. of these differentiated roles in terms of status .or 
importance as reported by Parsons. (1955) carries the underlying implica-
tion that dominance in the nuclear family positively correlates with the 




society. For example, if one person is. assigned the task of dish-
washing, while another is assigned the task of financial management, 
then the relative statuses of these tasks in th.e family are the same as 
their relative status in the society. This analysis has important 
implications ~or the principal or reciprocity. Being the chief source 
of· family .income offers certain power advantages .whi.ch tend to make 
equal· exchange most improbable. One author contends tha.t, "Money 
belongs to him who. earns it, not to her who spends it, since he who 
· earns it may.withhold it'' (Hill .and Becker, 1955:70). This, es_~entially 
maintains male dominance in the family. 
The dominance o~ the male in the economic sphere of traditional 
nuclear family sex .roles has. a carry-over into other. spheres of family 
organization. Bertrand.Russell (1971) makes note of power differences 
in relation to extramarital affairs. He says, 
In old days the husl:>and was occasiqnally unfaithful, but 
as a. rule. his wife did not knqw of it.. · If . she d:i,.d, · he 
confessed that· he had sinned and made .her believe that· 
he .was penitent. She, on t:Qe other hand, was usually 
virtuous. If _she was not, and the fact came to her 
husl;>and's attention, the marriage broke up (Russell, 
1971:284). . . 
The Kinsey studies gives support for this same idea. Kinsey (1953) 
found that in _many c~ses husbands. took extra-marital lib.erties without 
' 
granting these same liberties to their wives. 
In other areas, the repercussions of male economic,dominance ca11. 
be -evidenced. In an article, "Why Men Pon ',t .Rear Children", P,olatnick 
(1974) presents a very strong case· in charging that "child-reait'ing" is 
traditionally a feminine task and helps to maintain her. inferior st~tus . 
in the family. Polatnick states:. 
When a woman has children and becomes a full-time child-
rearer, she grows more dependent on her husl;>and, her 
opportunities to meet mexi decrease, and her. prospects for 
remarriage·decline. The husband thW:! possess the more 
promising alternatives outside the marriage, and his po~er 
increases (Polatnick, 1974). · . 
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There is considerable literature· .to support the .notion that -these 
role prescriptions also involve conceptual definitions-of personality 
characteristics. Parsons makes note of this in his.analysis of western 
culture's tendency. to " ••• define .the: femj.nine :r:e>-le ·_p~y,~ol:Ggically,:·a.s 
one. s·trongly marked by elements of depende~:CY.,._, (Parl!!OD,S~ 1955 :2·61)'" 
This conceptualization is further documented by another author who 
describes: 
The ideal model that is projected.for a,woman is to be 
surrounded by hypocritical homage and estranged from all 
real work, spending idle hours primping, preening, 
obscessed with conspicuous consumption, and limiting 
one's life functions to simply a sex role (Beale, 1970:91). 
It becomes apparent that the traditional familial sex role. involves 
"double sta.ndards.'' and stereotypes. In recent researciJ., Braverman 
(1972) att~mpts to af:!sess definitions. of "typical" male and female 
behavior, or mascul.ine and feminine traits. A questionnaire administered 
to over a thousand subjects is one.result of .this research; and it pro-
vides some normative.indices of the content of sex~role standar4s 
(Broverman, 1972). Broverman states: 
In addition, individual-differences in sex-role percep-
tion have. been, related. to a number of independent vari-
ables, thu1:1 providing some tentative answers to questions 
about the antecedents and CQnsequences of varying 
perceptions of sex-roles (Broverman, 1972:61). 
Broverman found that sex_role-stereotypes exist across groups which 
differ in sex, age, religion, marital status,· and educational· level. 
Also .it ·was found that .characteristics ascribed to men include ratio-
nality, competence, and assertion, while those ascribed to woll!_en .entail· 
warmth:and expressiveness. Another very important·finding is that 
sex-role definitions are: 
••• implicitly.and uncritically accepted to the.extent that 
they are incorporated intq the self-concepts of both men 
and women.·· Moreover, these sex-role differences are con-
sidered desirable by college students, healthy by litental 
health _professionals, and are even seen as ideal·by both. 
men. and women (Brove~an, 1972:61). 
There seems t<;> be considerable debate on the question of :whether 
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normative role prescriptions are changing, and if so, the nature of the 
change. From the point of view supporting reciprocity, .a redistribut.ien 
of power and status within the.family can create mutually contingent 
exchange between role occupants. From the point of .view of complimsn~ 
tarity, a change in sex roles would require modification of the inter-.· 
behavioral patterns of role occupants maintaining an .. unequal ~xcla'ange < 
of gratifications. To merely say that sex role standa:i;ds are changing 
is. not to imply the direction of the change. : Literature. suggests, at. 
least three possibilities for change: (1) the .structure of roles may 
remain the _same, the occupants of that role would change, (2) the 
basic structure and power distribution for roles would remain the same, 
bu~ greater.diversity of activity would be given to the.female role, 
and (3) roles may be integrated and power redistributed in such a. way 
that reciprocity of exchange. will be passible between. ..crccupants of any 
role. This thesis is primarily concerned with the.latter of the three. 
and li.terature indicates that this concern is not·um::ealistic. 
An.attel!lPt to resolve .the problem of sex role double standard is 
evidenced in the writings of Larue (1970), who says: 
The designation of "mother-head". or "father-headir does not 
imply inferiority of one.and superiority of.the other. 
They are merely arbitrary role distinctions that vary from 
culture to culture and .circumstance to circ~mstance (Lat1ue, 
1970:62). 
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Larue further implies that significant.change should be·in the form of 
role integration. Larue (1970) states: 
Role iµtegrat:i,on involves the realization tha.t -eg<;> attach-. 
ments to particular traits or tasks m~t be .abolished, 
and the.realization of flexibility in effect:ing .role· 
alternatien is an asset : to the survival of any. people. 
(Larue, 1970 :63) .• 
This places emphasis on equalitarianism. The.non-traditional role 
may be seen as a reevaluation of existing roles or.as assignment of 
roles on an equalitarian basis not related to superiority or dominance. 
There is evidence that.this point of view has some basis in reality. 
One author states: 
The ideological support for a.belief in sharp sex role, 
differentiation in marriage has weakened, but the belief 
itself has not been relinquished. Increasing skepticism 
about th.e innate. character of psycholegical sex differ-
ences and· some· convergence in the. ideas of masculinity 
and femininity ••• have. created a strain toward consistency 
(Kamorovsky, 1973:879). 
The nature of some of the perceived changes in sex roles are, 
believed .to be reflected in some current patterns of. marital relation-
ships. Marmor (1971) believes that women have become more dominant in 
the home, playing a more important ·part· in child discipline and ·in deei.,.. 
sion making. He states also: 
Anot;.her. important indication of this shift in marital 
equilibrium has been the increasing emphasis upon 
female .· orgasm. • • Now a significant. proportion of . women 
express their se~ual desires quite openly and engage in 
the, sexual act: not• as passive recipients but as . active 
participants; indeed often.taking the initiative in 
arousing the man (MarmQr, 1971:213). 
Changes are occurring, apparently, in other areas of the female 
familial role. Wilkening and Bharadwaj (1967) make note of changes. 
occurring in the division of labor. For farm families the differentia-
tion of roles py sex is declining. Wilkening and Bharadwaj (1967) 
further. stat¢: 
The division of: labor within the family area between husband 
and wife suggests that respons:f_bility ,for family tasks 
follows the interests-and availability of the spouses rather 
than following the t:r:aditional-role·expectations 
(Wilkenburg and Bhari;i.dwaj, 1967: 711). 
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There is suggestion that even the general appro.ach to marital . relations 
has changed.· Bertrand. Russell (1971) notices that: 
Nowadays, many wives, on the grounds,of,women's rights to 
her own individuality and her own career, are unwilling to 
adapt themselves to t~eir husbands beyond·a point. 
(Russell, 1971:285). 
Traditional and Non-Traditional Female Familial 
Role Prescriptions as They Relate .to 
Black Females 
The main issue concerning female·familial roles, for the purpose of 
this research, is how~th_e circumstance of being Black and female in the 
United States society relates to their perceived role prescriptions •. 
There appears to be a variety of opinions co~ceming this issue. 
At .least one writer feels t11at the aforementioned traditional ideal. 
is not to be associated with Brack women. Beale (1970:91) contends 
"We (Black women) have· never been afforded any such phony luxuries.·~ A 
contrasting view, however, proposes that. "unfortunately we have not been 
immune to the conditioning; we are just as jammed in the rigid confines 
of those basically oppressive socially contrived roles (Cade, 1970:102). 
Such opposing views are not uncommon. Given a population of diverse 
people, diverse attitudes are to be expected. The point of interest 
here, is whet.her the variation of attitudes is the same between sexee, 
and wheth.er individual role. prescriptions are logically consistent. An 
important element of this analysis is variation of cultural norms for 
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subgroups· within· the society. As a subgroup in; this society, tl).ere is 
indication· .that Blac~ peopJ.e, especially Black women, are not as in-
fluenced or restricted by dominant cultural norms. 
Recalling the previous discuasion of c~ltural norms and socializa~ 
tion, the. point has been made that most basic to the process of 
acqui,_ring sex role behavior is the process of socialization. 1William 
Goode (1960) makes note-of the importance of socialization to,individ-. 
uals' emotional and behavioral c<;>mmitment ta normative role.expectat:i,ons. 
He contends that there exist broad societal norms governing parxicular 
aspects of behavior and attitude. There also exists variations and 
modifications of these societal norl;IS on the group level. Th~ subgroups, 
require conformity to their specific versfons and .modifi-
cations of that .. norm ••• i"ndividuals. at .some distance. froni 
us in. the social network-demand from us:only.a loose 
conformity; those who are.closer define the norm more 
specifically and require a more· spec:j.fic performance 
(Goode, 1960:315). 
Some of the specifics which distinguish _Black women frqm the general 
traditional c~ltural norms are discussed by Staples (1973). He-con-
tends that racist conditions in society have forced Black women,into a 
different .normative pattern of behavior _than is charact;erit1tk {il:f 'the 
traditional role model for females. "Blacl~ women, in general, are. more. 
aggressive' and independent ••• n and. have. not been delegated. a sub-
servient role in family life (Staples, 1973:30). 
The Women's Liberation Movement seeks to encourage women to-aspire. 
to more diverse interests tQan those centered around the.household or 
the· "expressive" role. One author. con tends; however, that " ••• the .Black 
women still long to escape tlire labor force and to· get into the home ••• " 
(Hare, 1970:65). A possible reasonf01;: this being that.Black people 
have been made to feel that tqeir roles are "reverseg'' (Larue, 1970). 
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Black women, in particular have been-made to feel ·ashamed of their 
strengths by use of the matriarchy ideology (Larue, 1970:68). 
The situation appears to be.that Blac~ wom~n have been socialized 
to accept a traditional, female rol.e and also have been soc:t.alized to 
believe that.they.are less than per:l;ect since they ltave not ideally 
· realized this same model. With the advent of women's liberatioq, women 
are now tol4 that the.traditional model.is less than perfect and.should 
be substituted with a new model. 
There is a d:i,stinct possibility that the effect of these various 
role model$ have repercussions on .the intrapersonal · level. An :-in<Jica-
tion of such effec~ is given by Larue (1970) who.says, 
The basic problem is to be·freed from the unsatisfactory· 
male~female relationships, which we have.adopted from the 
whites as. the paradigm of the good· family, because· .it 
inqicates the-incompatabilit~ of white role toodels with 
the goal of Black libe~ation (L,;1,rue,. 1970:61). 
This same incempatability may be compared to what W.E.B. Dubois (1940:3) 
called "double.consciousness." It is a feeling of "twoness-~an American 
and· a Negro; two souls; two thoughts; two unreconciled strivings ••• " 
(Dubois, 1940:3). Given two supposedly different cultural referents, 
the_dominant American culture and the Black·subculture, which simulta-
neously influence one's beliefs, a dualistic state of consciousness 
could oc~ur. -. Ladner (19.71) proposes that this feeltng of twoness has 
been cbaracter:i,.stic of the majority of Black~ thi::oughout ,history. 
Ladner (1971) furth_er states that for Black females it has recently 
reached its peak because of.:::the. current revolution in women's -rights. 
In te,rms of· role theory, this is essentially a situation where self 
and ideal,, or self -and role are· incompatible. "Self-role congruence 
refers to the degree to which qualities of the self--traits, val,ues; 
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beliefs--and requirements of the.role.exhibit fitti~gness or overlap" 
(Linzey and· Aronsen·, 1968). Such incongruence, creates severe psycholo-
gical effects on the individual. Ladner. (1971) says the l'twoness" 
Black women experience can be evidenced in the.ambivalence, guilt and 
general tensions of Black females in their attempts.to define .their 
womanhood. 
The concept of !'self-estrangement'' is associated with "some ideal 
human con.dition from which .the individual is estranged" (Seeman; 1961: 
790). The general idea is that there is a lack of meaning of . coherence 
between the individual and some cultural or.societal:ideal. The indi~ 
vidual adopts or adheres to the. ideal but. yet feels alien to it. Self-
estrangement and. "double cqnsciousness" appear to be comparable in the 
sense that they both deal wit~ ideals which .are exterI!,al to the individ-. 
ual and yet effect the indiviq.ual in such a way. that. the person feels 
detached from self when he/she attempts to "live-up" to the ideal. 
If dualism in.ideal role prescriptions has effects upon,the indi-
vidual, it doesn't seem inconceivable that it has an effect upon the 
group also. One such effect upon.the group has been explained by 
Staples'. (1973), 
••• discrepancies in their sex-role perceptions persists as 
a source of conflict .for Black men and Black women .•• Tl)e 
failure to resolve this question of what .is the appropriate· 
and equitable role .of each· sex can only expand male-fe~le · 
conflict and increase the alienation of women from their 
family and the society at.large (Staples, 1973:201). 
Literature indicates that Black males also have been detached from 
a normative prescription. Staples (1973) says,. 
Most men are.conditioned through the socialization process 
to believe that they are endowed .with qualities of leader-
ship. and that women should, play a subordinate role ••• 
However various sect.al forces have prevented them (Black. 
men) from carrying out the suppression of Black women 
(Staples, 19 73: 172) • 
In· an interview of 10 Black .women res:Lding in Washington, D. c.; 
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Staples· (1973) found that the majority (6) of the women stated that the 
· men believed they should hold a subordinate role. The other four.women 
stated that.husbands felt they.should be worker, wife, and mother. Five 
of the women disagreed with their hue;bands perception of their role. 
They·were in agreement only when the role of the female was.not placed 
on a. subo.rdinate level. The implication here see111s to be· that the wives 
were less concerned with tne content of their role than with the status 
of the role within. the family. St~ples (1973) notes that: 
••• '.!;he Black male:' s ins is ten~e. on dominance, and the 
Black woman's resistence to being in a secondary posi-
tion, may be the harbinger of much of the conflict and 
disharmony. in many· Black ma.rriages : (Staples, 19 73: 201) • 
There is an indication that role prescriptions are effected by.and 
are related to other social forces. St~plee; points to social class.as 
one related factor. Power in mal:'ria,a.e is mostly based on money and 
economics for middle class Blacks, while for lower class Blacks power 
is often based on the threat of physical violence (Staples, 1973). Also 
within many middle class families there is often a gap between the 
males' and the females' level of .education. "Educational·compatability 
as a basis· for marriage. pases a particular. problem for the Black women" 
(Staples, 1973:114). 
Staples (1973) contends that there is a relationship between sex-
role percept:Len and political orientation, 
••• on,e finds a close. correlation between the Black -lnan~s 
attitude.on tJ:ie role of women andfhis ideological position 
on the. Black struggle (Staples, 1973:173). 
Nature of the Problem and Hypotheses to 
Be·Tested 
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According to tq.e literature .and research, there. has existed, and 
still exist a, normative definitiOI!, of the ideal female· familial .role· 
which is considered "traditional" and which has been incorporated into 
the family system on both. the group. level and the institutional level. 
This traditional female familial role has, as some of its basic ~harac-
teristics, expressiveness, passiveness, and.subordination.· Closely 
·· related to the trac:;litional ,role .prescriptions is the tendency to eval-
uate one role position as having less status or significance than 
another role posi.tion. 
There also exist definitions of an ideal.role whic~ are not con-
sidered traditional. One such "non-traditional" role is characterized 
by activeness and equaiity within the family. One of the.basic charac-. 
teristics of the equalitarian point of view is the tendenc~-to assign 
equal,status to both husband and wife independent of role behavior or 
role position. 
This research addresses itself to the assessment .. of the extent of 
perceived desirab,ility of. two femal~ role prescriptions for Black males 
and Black females. Basic to the problem is to determine whether these 
role·prescriptions.are evaluated.in a traditional-or non-traditional 
manner, and the relatienship of role prescriptiens and· evaluation to 
the 'self.' 
Considering the content of the research and. literature surveyed, , 
the following hypotheses are the focus of this empirical research. 
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Hypothesis One· 
There is no difference by sex and by college and by marital status 
on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non.,-traditio.nalism, and 
(4) estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis Two 
There is no difference by sex and by college on the means of:. 
(1) dominance,. (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, and. (4) 
estrangement from self. 
Hypothesis Three 
There is no difference by sex and by ma:r;ital statue in the means 
on: (1) d01'.!4nance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, and 
(4) self-estrangement. 
Hypothesis·Four 
There is no.diffe:r;ence by sex, marital, status, and college in.the 
means on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, 
and (4) self-eetrangement. 
Hypothesis Five 
There is no difference among categories of sex, college, an~. 
marital status on the intercqrrelations among: (1) dominanc~, (2.). tra-: 
ditionalism; (3) non-traditionalie·m, (4) self-estrangement, and (5) 
related variables of religiosity, educational level, social class, 
connnitment to Black separatism, Black. and White integration, Black:.p;Qwer 
movement, Women's liberation movement, and mother's occupation. 
Hypothesis Six• 
There is no difference among categories of sex, college, and 
marital status on the intercorrelations.ameng: (1) dominance; 
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(2) traditionalism, (3) · non--traditionalism, (4) self-estrangement, and 
(5) related var:f,.abtes of religiosity, educational level, social class, 
commitment to Black separatism, Black and White integration, Black 
power, movement, Women's· liberatiQn movement, and mother~s occupation. 
Hypobhes\is Seven 
There is no difference among categories of sex and college on the 
intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-
traditional:i,.sm, (4) selfst-estrangement, and (5) related variables of 
religiosity, educational lev.el, social class, colllllQ.tme-qt to .Black sepa-
ratism, Black and Whita integration, Black power movement, Women's 
liberation movement, and mother's occupation. 
Hypothesis Eight 
Among females, there is no difference by categories of High, 
Middle, and Low traditionalism and High,, Middle and Low non-traditional-
ism, on dominance and estrangement. 
Hypothesis.Nine 
Among females, there is no difference by paired categories of 
trichotomized trad:f,.tional a.Q.d non-traditional on dominance,and estrange-
ment •. 
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Hypothesis T.en · 
Among female$ there is no difference by paired cat~gories or tri-





The sample consists of a total of 401 Black students drawn from 
two southwestern universities--one predominantly Black and one predomi-
nantly White. Since.the study is essentially exploratory, every effort, 
was made to make the sample population as heterogeneous as possible 
with respect to related variables of social class, marital status, sex, 
and level of education. · 
The sample population of the predominantly White university con-
sists of 321 Black students of which there was. 100% coverage. The 
questionnaires were administered through the mail. The first mail-out 
resuJ_ted in a return of.124 questionnaires or 38% of the sample popula-
tion. A second mail-out.yielded a return of 30 questionnaires making a 
total of 154 returns, or 4a% of the sample population •. 
The sample population of the predominantly Blac~ university con-
sists of approximately 1300 students from which a sample of 247 was 
drawn. Once again, every attempt was made to insure heterogeneity with 
respect to all relevant·related variables. The questionnaires were 
given to class instructors who administered the questionnaire to the 
students. All classification levels were included from Freshman courses 
to Senior c0urses. Several different types of classes were chosen to 
account for variability ~elated to areas of st4dy. Courses were chosen 
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from Home Economics, Mathematics, Sociology, Education, Biology, and 
Vocational Technical Educ_ation. 
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Descriptive data in Table I reveals that the predominantly Bla~k 
university sample (College R) .is composed of 13.8% .married students and 
86.1% student~ who.are notmarried. While the predominantly White uni-
versity sample (College W) is composed of 31.8% married and 68.1% not 
married students. , The two samp:J,.es differ most in the percentage. of ·· 
marrieds and not marrieds. Both samples have a relatively equal per-
centage of males and females •. 
The range of age and classification is wider iµ College B than in 
College W, since 48% of College Ware seniors and graduate st~dents with 
an overall age range from 17 to 59 as compared to College B with. only 
16.8% seniors and no·graduate students-and an overall·age range·from 17 
to 34. Table I also shows.that 52.8% of College Bare freshmen and 
sophomores as compared to College W with 29.4% freshmen and sophomores. 
Taqle II shows a simi:J,.ar percentage distribution of the seven 
categories of family struc~ure. College B appears to have a higher 
percentage.of two parent families than does.College W. The most-sub-
stantial .difference is in category one where there is an 8% difference 
in the percentage,of students coming from families composed of.father, 
mother and children. 
Social Class is being measured by a single ,variable of Father's 
occupation. Occupational categories are ranked from one to eight 
acc9rding to. a scale devised by the Educational Testing Service (1965). 
Both samples are heterogeneous with respect.to social class with 
the largest representation being in the unskilled .labor category. 
Table I shows that _distributions for mother's occupation and father's 
TABLE I 




Marital Status Married 
Not Married 










Salesman, baokkeeper, office .worker 
Owner/partner. of small busines.s 
Loser.level government, military 
Commissioned officer 
Professional (B •. A.) 
Owner, high-level executive large 
business, or high-level govern-
ment·agency: 
Professional (advanced degree) 





Saleswoman, bookkeeper, secretary, 
office worker . . 
Owner, manager, partner of small 
business; lower-level government 
official,. military, commissioned 
office~ 
Professional (B.A.) 
Owner, high-level ·.executive large 
business, or .. high-level govern-
ment agency ••• 
Professional (advanced· degree) 
*numbers are percentages. 


































68.1 79 .1 
16.4 33.9 
13.0 15.9 






















occupation are quite simiiar~ In all cases, approxiina.tely 50% of the 
students have parents in unskilled and semi-skilled occ~pations. For. 
both samples there.is a larger percentage of mothers in occupations 
requiring a bachelor's degree while there is a larger percentage of 
fathers in the category of small, business owne.r; lower-level government, 
and military .counnissioned officers. 
Table II gives figures describing the overall composition of both 
samples combined. The overall sample of 51.6% male and 48.3% female, 
so that approximately one-half of the sample is female and one-half 
male. 
TABLE II 
FAMILY STRUCTURE DIS,TRIBUTION BY COLLEGE 
Type .of Family Structure 
Father, mother, and children 
Fath.er and children 
Mother and children 
Father, mother and children and one 
more relaiive~ 
Mother, children,. and oIJ.e or more 
relatives 
Father, children and one or more 
relatives · 
Other 
*numbers are percentages 
or 
Percentage 










The questionnaire is divided into tw:o parts •. Part one of the 
questionnaire is composed of four Likert scales. and .measurement of the 
degree of commitment to four .social movements. Scales. one, two., and 
three were constructed especially for the research. to measure a tradi-: 
tional female role prescription, a non-tt:aditional female.role .pre-
scriptive, and individual or.ientation to dominance in evfiluating role 
prescriptions, respectively. Part .I of the questionnaire is composed 
of related demographic variables. 
Part I of the. Questionnaire 
Scale One 
Scale one was constructed by t~e wr.iter to co1;1.tain six dimensions 
or subsca::\.es, four of which correspond .to Murdock.' s already discussed 
universal functions of the family. These dimensions .are procreation, 
socializatiop, sex relations, and economi~ management. Two other .added 
dimensions are ro::\.e differentiation and pers.onality factors. The· total 
scale is a combinati.on of. scale items. from each of the aforementioned -
dimensions. It is important to note that .the category of personality 
character.istics was a part of the original .scale but was- not -used in .the 
final analysis of data. All of the items except ·one. were. deleted from 
the final ,questionnaire because of poor .wording or perc,eived irrelevance. 
The. remaining item was, not;used because it did not scale with other 
items .of the scale. The final questionnaire .consisted of only five 
cate·gories rather than the original ·six. 
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Murdock (1949) suggests that the .natur.e of family organization 
incorporates his four universal functions. Assuming this to be the 
case, individual participation within the family organizational unit 
would require, or incorporate, these universal fun,ctions. Literature 
suggests that .other factors related to familial role behavior are 
personality factors and role differentiation. Many of the aspects of 
personality factors are incorporate.d in, or inherent in the role 
behavior and th.e role functions of the .female. Therefore, deletion. of 
this category of personal.Hy dpes .not present bia.s since this category 
is consumed under role differentiation. The item.s for the scale are 
designed from the literature to reflect wha.t a number of authors have 
described as being a traditional family model. 
Essentially, the traditional female role model is taken to be one 
having the following categorical cha.racteristics. 
1. Prescribed role differentiation for female - ins'trumental 
expressive role involving housekeeping, submission to the authority of 
the husband, infant care and performing a mother role. 
2. Procreation - Procreation is seen as being a necessary part of 
the marital relationship and a part of the motivation to get mar.ried. 
The married female has not ,fulfilled her duties as a wife until she 
bears children. 
3. Soci,alizatio.n - Instrumental aspects of daily child-care is 
the duty of the mother while discipline and authority over children is • 
under the .direction and guidance of the father. 
4. Sex. relations, - The female remains. non""'.'aggressive and passive 
in sexual intercourse and sex relations while the males is the aggres~ 
sive initiator of sexual interco,urse. Sexual intercourse is mainly for 
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the enjoyment of the male. Extramarital .affairs are strictly taboo for 
the female; whereas for the male, it is cop.cloned when carried out with 
some discreti_on. 
5. · Economic Managemen~ - Affairs of money and business are 
directed by the male and may be.carried out by the. female only under his 
authority. The .male makes. all of the importan.t financ:i,al decisions and 
is. the sole "breadwinnei;:-" unless it is financially necessary for the. 
female to work. 
Each scale item., the~, is rela.ted to some characteristic of the 
traditional sex role fo.r women. Several items were taken from the 
Levinson and Huffman (1973) "Traditional family ideology scale. II An 
individual in the sample is considered _traditional only in relation to 
the overall group distribµtion by _sex, college, or some other related· 
variable. A high score on traditionalism, in relation to the. group, 
indicates that ,an individual prescribes a more tr.aditional feminine 
role for women th~ do other participants in the study. The sc,ale is 
not standardized in a way which wou!d permit an interpretation of any 
scor.e independent. of the distrib.ution of scores.· 
Scale Two 
Like scale one, scale two. also has six dimen~ions or subsc~les . 
which correspond to the .subscales of the tra_ditional female role pre-
scription. Literature indicates that there may .be several modifications 
or .variations of the traditional sex. role for women. Ess.entially, the 
non...,.traditional fem.ale sex role prescription for this study is one· 
geared toward equality of participation in all spheres of family life 
for both male and· female. Scale two was ccmstI:ucted to .reflect a 
completely different and conflicting view of scale one. 
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The. non-traditional female rele .prescription is one which has the 
following categorical characteristics. 
1. Prescribed role diff erentiat.ion for female - The female '.s 
duties in the family division of labo;r are to be determined on the. 
basis of the individqal :not on the basis of sex.. Both partners share 
equally in all matters or duties related to the family. The. woman is. 
concerned about careers and activities outside of the family and is not 
restricte.d to performing any particular ta,sk within the family. 
2. Procreation - Having children is not.a necessacy ingredient in 
a marita;l. .relationship, since the primary purpose, of marriage is. the. 
mutual satisfB:ction of man and wc;>man, . Marriage, or the decision to. 
marry, is more likely to .have its basis in .life goals of the partners. 
3.· Socializat.ion - Daily-care of chiJ,.dren is the duty of .both . 
parents and da:x~care centers are.seen as a legitimate alternative to the 
parent's daily care of children. Disciplinary matters are under the 
direction of both parents and involve the joint decision of. both parents. 
4. Sex.relations - .Both .male and female are aggressive in sexual 
relations and it is as important for the wife to be sexually satisfied 
as it .is for the .husband. , Extramarital .aff~irs are not necessarily 
condoned, but .when condoned should include both male and female. 
5. Economic Management - Affairs of, management and economics are 
handled jointly. The .femaJ,.e contrib.utes financial sup.port to th.e family 
and .may contribute more than. the ,male. The wife is not financially 
dependent upon the husband and in some cases, dep.ending upon individual 
ability,. may .be .better .able to make the majority of important :decisions 
and be the. "head of the household • ." 
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Each scale item for the non-tradit.ional·female role,prescription is 
related to some characteri,stic of each category, .and, is designed to 
reflect this non-traditional point of .view. Like the traditional scale, 
an individual is said to have a high score on non-traditio.nalism only in 
relation to the overall dist.ribution of scores on sqme relate.d variable. 
For both ··scales, the possible range of scores is from the lowest .. 19 to 
the highest 133, with the. high score ,indicating a high degree of tt'a""'. 
. . . 
ditionalism or non-tradit:i,.onalism._ There were no· reversely scored ite~ 
for either scale, but items .were arranged .on the questionnaire in a 
manner . which would prevent response sets .• 
Scale Three 
LiterB:ture indicates that one variable which distinguishes tra-
ditional role prescriptions .frpm non-traditional rqle prescript:i,ons .is 
th,e. tendency to ev:aluate certain. family roles as being inherentl,y domi-
nant or subordinate to others. The traditional female role prescription 
is cl_osely related to th_e tendency to evaluate tlle expressive role as 
less importan-t or inherently inferior to the instrument role (Parsons,. 
1955). The equalitarian point .of .vie'W of· role behavior is less related 
to evaluat.ions in terms of· dominan.ce and subordinance. It would seem, 
then, that a mo.re traditionally oriented .person is more .likely to be· 
oriented to evaluating role behaviors in terms of their impc.frtance to 
the family, or in terms of their power. to dominate oth,er positions , in• 
the family. Evaluating roles in terms of dominance and subordina.nce an4 
subordinance is essentiall,y a traditional characteristic.. This has. 
great importance in evaluating role prescriptic;ms .as being traditional· 
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or non-traditional from an equalitarian point of view,· since orientation 
to dominance is closeJ,.y related to traditionalism. 
Scale number 3 has been constructed to measur~ each individual's 
orientation to dominance in evaluating role prescriptions. The. scale 
is a Likert scale with response range from strongly disagree 1 to 
strongly agree 7. The possible range of scale scorea is 8 to 56 with a 
high score indicating a high orientation to dominance and a low score 
indicating a low .orientation to dominance. As with scales one and two, 
each score will be .evaluated in relation to the overall distribution. 
This scale is not pretested .or ·standardized in .a way .which wou.l,d permit• 
evaJ,.uation of s~ores independent of the distribution. 
Scale Four. 
Scale four is the Bonjean and Grimes .self-,-estrangement scaJ,.e. The 
scale is a pretested and extensively used scale, which is composed of 7 
items designed to.measure the degree .of self-estrangement. It is being 
used in this study to determine the relationship between self and role 
prescriptions as .related to Black women. Like previously discussed 
scales, this scale is a Likert scale with. possible response from 1 · to ) • · 
The possibl~ range of scores is from 7 to 79. 
Sea.le Analysis 
Statistical ·methods to determine reliability and internal consis-
tency of scales involves the use of the .TESTAT program for computer 
analysis of intercorrelations among sc~le items (Veldman, 1967). The 
resulting statistic .for determination .of internal-consist~ncy is called 
an alpha-coefficient. · The TESTAT program is designed. to code blank 
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items as 4, since in the range of responses (1-7), such a response 
would most nearl,y reflect a neutral position or no opinion cm that· item. 
Other statistics ·resulting f+om the use of this program are mea1:1 item 
I 
response for each item, overall :scale mean,, stB;nda+d deviation 'for each 
scale and r ... coefficientl:l• (See page 46 for further.discussion of· 
statistics used.) 
Table III shows r-values for items on . the. nen~traditional. female 
role prescription scale (for the ·purposes of simplicity' this scale will 
be referred to as the non-traditional scale). Items with missing final 
r-values. were deleted .from _the data 81').alysis because its r-value was 
not significantly reliable, The- final scale for analysis ,is composed 
of 12 items, The lowest. r-va;lue .is .35 and _the highes_t is .50 which 
indicates that items for the overall scale adequately relate to each 
other. The, scale has .an alpha coefficient· of .59 which Jndi~ates that 
the scale is al.so adeq\Ultely consistent, but. not·overwhelmingly·so. 
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TABLE. III 
NON-TRADITION.Al,. FEMALEROLE,PRESCRIPTION SC~El BY ITEM 
Orig~nal Final 
Item and Category r,value ·r""'velue 
......,._,_ ....... ,_.....,.... __ _... .............. ~~~~ ....... ---~~---·~·1~··~4~,.~---~~----..,•,--~--~-----
Economic Management 
Women often make better "heads of the .family" 
than men. 
A wife should be financia,11:,y independeI).t. 
Both husband:and wife should share.equally 
in decision ma~ing. 
It's o.k. for a ~ife to earn more money than 
her husband. 
Sex Relati,ons . 
If a husband. rut;1s around; sb caµ his wif.e. · 
The husbail.d should be conc.erned tQ meet his . 
wife's sexual needs. 
A wife sho~ld be aggressive during sex~al 
·relations •. 











The primary purpo.se .of ma,?;1;:f.;age. is .the mutual 
sati.sfactiog.' iof ,:man ahd woman. .33 ! . . 
Birth .cantrol is the. respoq.sibility of .both 
husband a~d wife •. 
A woman.has other thihgs to effer in m~rriage 
• 33 
than sex and mot;lierheod.. • 30 
It is th.e husband's respo11Sibility to 
prevent unli!'anted pregn~ncies. .13 
Secializa,tion 
The diseipl~ne of children should involve 






Table III (Centinµed) 
Item and Category. 
The daily needs of the child- is the 
responsibility of both parents. 
Role Dif~erentiation 
Marriages would work · out better if part-µers 
were not restrict~d te performing certain 
tasks • or dut·ies •. 
Women sho.uld -be ·more·· concerned about ,educa-
tional .development t~an about physical. 
attractiveness. 
Women should·· be. as concerned abe,Q,t: ·.their 
careeJ;'s · as they . are ab.out. householtf 
management. 
To be fulfilled, wives .should also be .in-
volved in sQcially relevant activities. 
In ma:rriage a .wife _shouldn't; always sub-
ordinate her-own needs to _those of her family. 









Original Scale: Mean = 104.23, sigma= 11.20, atid alpha = .58. 









Table IV shows .r-values and alpha_coeffici~nts.for tbe traditional 
female role prescription items. (Fol'.'. purposes of simplicity this scale 
will be referred tq as the traditional sca~e.) R-values range from .31. 
to • 63 which tends to indicate tha...t 1:1cale items at_ least 1I10derat~ly 
relat~ to all oth,er scale ite~. • This scale has an alpha coefficient .. 
of • 79 indicating that scale has a .h".il.)degree of internal com~istency. 
TABLE IV 
TRADITIONAL·· FEMALE ROLE PRESCRIPTION SCALE BY ITEM 
Item and Category 
Economic Management 
The wife should. work only when there is a 
definite economic need. 
It is a reflection on a husband's manhood 
if his wife works. 
Some equality in marriage is a good thing, 
but by and large a wife should leave the 
major decisions up to her husband •. 
Sex Relations 
The husband's se:,cual satisfact;ion is more 
important than his wife's. 
WomeJJ. should not initiate sexual relations~ 
Under no . circumstances shou_ld a wife . run 
around IDn h~r hus.band. 
It is possible for a husband tQ be sexually 
satisfied with his wife for his entire life. 
Procreation 
The wife should be responsible for whatever 
contraception is used. 
A woman is not fulfilled until she has children. 
The primary purpose of marriage is to raise 
children. 
Sociali;rntion 
A day-care-center cannot replace the mother 
for daily care or the chi+dren. 
A mother should discipline childreJJ. as the 
father desires. 
A woman whose children .are messy or rowdy 






































Most household tasks.are women's work. 
Marriages ·would work out· better .if the reles 
of husband and wife .are sharply defined. 
Women are better off in the home ,than in a 
job or. profession. 
Marriages would work out·better_if the 
roles of husband and wife are strictly 
adhe.red to. 
In marriage, a major responsibility .of the 






Original Scale: Mean= 71.69, sigma.= 16.98, and alpha= .78. 






Scale ite~ for scale three. are shown in Table. V. R-yalues for 
this scal,.e a+e generally higher~ than .for a:u ·oth,er scales being used in. 
this study. The r-values_ range from • 34 to • 60 •. This scale. has an 
alpha-coefficient · of .• 6 7 which .indicates a high degree .of internal· con-
sistency and all original iteIIIE$ scale. 
The Benjean and.Grimes self-estrangemant scale was also analyzed 
by use. of the TESTAT program. R-,.values range: from .• 39 to .• 64 ~ with 




, ORIENTATION TO DOMINANCE SCALE BY ITEM 
Item 
1. The most important· member of the family is the .one 
who gives ·status and prestige to the family. 
2. The most dominant member of the family is the one 
who earns .the most money. 
3. The most dominant member of the family is the one 
who is most intelligent. 
4. In·marriage, somebody has to be the boss. 
5. The most domina~t member of the family is the one 
who makes the important financial .decisions. 
6. The duties of some family members. are of more. 
importance to the well-being of the family than 
others. 
7. Being a good·parent and housekeeper requires 
less intelligence than earning a living requires. 
8. The most dominan~ member of the family is the one 
who the other family members respect the.most. 


















1. When I am around other people, I try to keep in mind 
that saying what you really feel oft~n gets you in 
trouble •. 
2. What others think I should do is usually not.what .I 
would really .like , to .. do. 
3. Sometimes I get· restless because I can't express my 
real feelings when talking .and deing things with 
others. 
4. I have found that more. often tha"Q. not. the rules .in 
ou~ world go against human.nature. 
5. I frequently have to do things to please others that 
I would rather not do~ 
6. I have found tha1: just being yo11r natural .self won't 
get you.very far in thif3 world. 
7. I have found that in.order to get alqng in this world 
usually you.have to put on an act·instea4 of being 
able to be your real self •. 
Mean= 29.27,. sigma= 6.89, and alpha= .55. 








Also included on the questionnaire are related variables of age, 
sex, marital.status, religiosity, frequency of.dating, so~ial class, 
mother's occupation, .level of education, and.desired type of life 
style (see Appendix A). 
Religiosity .is being measured by frequency· of. church attendance •. 
Ordinal, categories indicate frequency of church a~end~ce: from. (1), 
three or four times a month (high degree of religiostty) to (4), 
hardly ever (low degree of religiosity). 
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Only.two categories of marital-status.are be:1.,ng considered in.this. 
study, presently married or.presently not married. Divorce, se'\paration, 
or remarried is not included on the questionnaire. 
FrequeTJ.cy of dating is being measured by ordinal.· categories from 
l to 4 (see Appendix A). Responses . account for a range of dat.ing fre-
quency· from three or four times a week to less thail, once a month •. 
The desin~d type of life style is being measured by nominal "cate-
gories describi:p.g varying combina,tions of marital sti:l,tus and. career 
plans •. Each combination is ranked from OJJ.e to four according to desir-
ability, with one indicating most desirable and four indicatiTJ.g least 
desirable. 
Level of education is measured according to classification in 
college from freshmaTJ. to graduate student. 
Measurement of Degree of ComIQ.tment to. 
Social Movements 
Four types of social .movements believed to be closely related to 
role prescriptioTJ.s ·are Black separatism, racial integration, Black 
power movement, and Women's liberation movement. These variables are 
being used to determine the relationship to the.two already discussed 
female role prescriptions.· Determination of degree of commitment is 
accomplished by a single item for each variable (see questionnaire, 
Appendix. A). A Likert scale is being· used with a. possible. range of 
response from 1, strongly committed, to 7, no commitment. 
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Method of Analyzing Relationships Between Scales 
Each individual has four scale s.cores, Traditional -female role, 
prescription, Non-traditional female role prescription, Self-, 
estrangement, and Orientation to dominance in role evaluations. (For 
purposes of :simplicity;~these scale titles wUl ,be:, a'bbr,ev-:iated' in re.p.ot:t-
ing tabulated data.) On the basis of the overall distribution, scores 
on the traditional and non-traditional scales have been separately 
grouped into categories of high, middle, and low, with each group.being 
composed of the upper one-third of the scores, the middle one-third of 
the scores and the.lower one-third of the scores, respectively. 
Since. the scales have been construc;.ted independently and. reflect 
two separate points of view, theoretically, an extremely incqnsistent 
set of ·scores would be a high .sc0re on both scales, and an extremely 
consistent one would be a high score on one and a low score on the 
other, or a low score on both. There is a possible.nine different com~ 
binations of-scale score groupings for the two scales. Not all combi-
nations will be considered for analysis, but only those which tend to 
reflect consistency or extreme inconsist~ncy. Chosen categories for. 
aµalysis, then, are RH:. those who. score high on both scales, HL: 
those who score high on one scale and low on the other, and LL: those 
who score low on both scales. 
Within each chosen category.means and.standard deviations have 
been computed, for all individuals who fall within that category, on 
the dominance _and estrangement scales. Where inconsistencies exi.st, 
the relationship of the inconsistency to orientation to dominance or to 
self~estrangement is .analyzed according to t4ese means and.where con~ 
sistencies exist ,they are analyzed likewise. 
Special attention must be given to .. the relationship between 
dominance and the two.role.prescription scales. E~amination of these 
···differentiated roles for males and-females within the traditional 
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family also reveals. that statuses. associated with these roles are also 
differentiated (see Literature Review, page 12). From a equalitarian 
point of view, either roles are differentiated and statuses are·not, or 
neither roles or statuses are differentiated. In -both cases the male 
and fema,le enjoy equal stat.us and equal power .within. the family, while 
in the traditional case the male.is clearly dominant in status and. 
power. The domi11ant scale is being used to determine if th.ere are 
individuals who prescribe traditional role behavior, ·but evaluate. this 
behavior from an equalitarian point.of view. Such persons would score 
high on.traditionalism, low on.dominance, and low .on.non.,..traditionalism, · 
ass,uming, of course, .that ,the scales. do in fact mea1;1ure such phen(;)mena. 
For all categories analyzed, incongruence in role prescriptions· 
will ,be said to to occur when the individuals scores are inconsistent 
as defined by. this study. Inc;ongruency occ;urs when there is, for any· 
one individual, high endorsement of both role prescription scales, or. 
high endorsement of non-tr.aditionalism and high .endorsement of the. 
dominance scale. Congruency occurs when an individual scores low .on one 
prescriptio~ sca:).e and high on the other, or when an individual scqres. 
low on both scales. For each of these groups, the mean scores on k.J.f-
estrangement will be analyzed to determine which group. scores highest 
on that scale, and.thus,. which.group is more estranged from self. 
One other group remains, those who endorse ,the traditional scale 
but score low on.the dominance scale. In terms of the analysis proce-
dure alr~ady presented• this group could be justified as having 
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congruent or incopgruent role prescriptions. Self-estrangement scores 
for this group will be examined to determine the relationship to 
estrangement from self. 
Statistics. Used in Analyzing Data 
The following statistical me.thods of .analysis were used in 
analyzing the data. 
Kuder-Richards.on 20 (KR-20) 
The Kuder-Richardson 20 was used to anaa.yze scale items for in-
ternal consistency. The resulting statis.tic .of the method of scale 
analysis is called an alpha coefficient. "The alpha coefficient of 
internal consistency reflects the degree of reliability among the items 
of .a scal.e, in terms of overlapping variance" (Veldman, 1967 :173). 
According to Guilford (1965) this statistic should be applied to homo-
geneous test where items all measure the same traits and are of equal 
difficulty. 
Peareon Product-Moment Correlation Coefficient 
The pearsonian r was used to analyze the relationship between the 
variables or the extent_ or degree of association between the variables 
(Blalock, 1972). Since the correlation coefficient is a measure of 
association it was used to determine the degree of association between 
the four Likert scales contro}ling for. nominal categories of related 
variables. 
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Difference in Means Test 
The T-test is being used to determine whe.thel;" two means are signif-
icantly different. It ·is assumed that the means being c9mpared.come 
from two independent and random samples. For my .study, co~parisons are. 
being made between colleges,· sexes, ai:id · ma:ri tal stat us, primarily, and 
some comparis~ns .are being_made on other nominal-categories (Blalock, 
1972)-. 
Analysis .of· data using the above statistic&! method was accomplished 
by utilizat:ion of the Statistical Analysis.System (SAS) of generalized 
computer.programs. 
Summary.and Limitations· 
The social research methodology of this_study employs.survey 
design .to determine t~.e extent . to which two populations, . a predominantly. 
Blacl~ southwestern university and a predominantly .White southwestern 
university, endorse, or identify with a traditional female role pre-. 
scriptio~ and.a non-traditional female·ro:J.e prescription. The overall 
sample was shown. to be heter(:)geneous .with respect to the related vari~ 
ables of social class, fami+Y structure, educational level, sex, 
marital.status, and religiosity, which is important for the.validity 
of. the research.· 
College W included all students in the sample population at. _that 
university, while College B:included only.a proportion of the university 
popul~tion. This could possibly create erroi;- in comparing the two pop-
ulations, even though every effort was made to insu.re heterogeneitf .ef 
College Bo The greatest proportion of the sample, however, comes from 
C(:)llege B. 
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As in all survey resear,ch, it is impossible· to manipulate the two. 
independent variables of-Traditional female role prescriptions.and Non~ 
traditiopal fem,ale role.prescriptions. The variabl~s are operation~ 
alized as a set of characte+istics of. female· role prescripti<ms and are 
measured by scales which should reflect degrees of .endorsement of these· 
charac~eristics. It is important to note possibility of·error in 
operationalizing the. independent variables which would make the s·tudy 
invalid. It is necessary.for vali.dity tb,at the scales do; in fact, 
measure what they are intel}.ded to measure. Since.the scaleE;i are.not 
pretested, it is possible that there is some error in reliability of 
the scales even though the statistical test for reliability and consis"'."' 
tency ind,icate that.the scales are.adequately reliable. 
There is the possibility of error in making assumptions concerning 
the. results of the data analysis. In . grouping individ.uals in to certain . 
categories (HH, LL, etc.), it is possible th,at information has been lost 




The purpose of the research is to assess the .extent of perceived 
desirability of two female role.prescriptions for Black females and 
Black males on two university campuses. The study involves the analysis· 
of 10 hypotheses. The hypotheses are evalu,ated separately and a table 
has been constructed to show the analysis in statistical form.., As pre-
viously noted the statistical methods used in analysis include the mean 
difference test for statistical· significance of diffe.rence in means, · 
and the Pearson product-moment cor~elation coefficient to test the. 
relationship between variables •. 
For hypotheses one through four.mean scores on dominance, tradi-
tionalism, non-traditionalism, and estrangement will be analyzed by 
categories of sex, marital status, and coliege. For hypotheses five 
through seven, data will be. correlated by categories of sex, mar:ital, 
statu,s, and college. · 
One portion of the analysis is devoted especially to feiµales in the 
sample.. This part invo.lves the. examination of congruence and incon-. 
gruence in female role prescripti,ons. Literatu,re indicates that. this 
has more relevance for females than for males, therefore such analysis 
has been restricteg to females only. For the hypotheses eight, nine,· 
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and ten, data is trichotomized into High, Middle, and Low, for the 
traditional, non-traditional, and dominance scales. Means on self-
estrangement will be analyzed within. these various categories. 
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One final point in analysis will direct attention to the subscale 
items which comprise the total scales. Means and correlations for the 
subscales will be examined for males and females. 
Hypothesis one: 
by marital status .on: 
Hypotheses Evaluation 
There is no difference by sex and by college and 
(1) dominance, (2) traqitionalism,. (3) non-
traditionalism, and (4) estrangement. 
Examination of Table VII shows that in all categories subjects from 
College B score higher on dominance than subject.s from College W. 
·Married females from College,B score higher (mean= 29.85) on dominance 
than do married females from College W (mean= 22.65), ancl seem to be 
more in agreement with a standard deviation of 6.93 as compared to 
College W females with a.standard deviation' of 8.70. Also married males 
from Coll!;!ge B score higher than do married ma:1-es from College W, 
although, unlike married females, married males from College Ware in 
more agreement with comparable standard deviations of 8.64 and 7.58 from 
College Band College W, respectively. Within the. category of not 
married, fell].ale subjects from College B score higher than those from 
College W, and likewise for males in th.is same category~ 
Table VII· also indicates that ~espondents. from College B generally 
score higher on traditionalism than do respondents from College W. 
Closer examination reveals that this is the case in all categories of 
traditionalism. Married females from College B score higher (mean 
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64.14) on traq.itionalism than do married females from College W (iJD.ean = 
40.60). The same is true of females who are not ma:i;ried. Married males 
andnat married males from College B seem to.be more in agreement on 
traditionalism tha~ any other two.groups with means of 63.83.and 63.53, 
respectively. In both categories of marital status, males from College 




GROUP AVERAGES ON DOMINANCE, TRADITIONALISM, NON- · 
TRADITIONALISM, AND SELF-ESTRANGEMENT.BY SEX, 
MARITAL STATUS,- AND COLLEGE 
CATEGORIES 
....FEMALE·. MALE 





Not Married Married 
B W B W 







2~.85 22.65, 28.98 
6.93 ij.70 9.20 
26,48 30.72 24.03 32.96 28.84 
7.38. 8.64 7.58 7.86 9.47 
Traditionali-sm 
Me~n 64.14 40.60 56.28 47.44 63.83 47.20 63.53 52.00 
Sigma 16.87 11.94 · 13. 73 14.65 14.90 10 .03. 13.21 14.07 
Non~Traditionalism 
Mean. 65.92 67.85. 65.54 65.63 62~66 64.68 62.99 64.5i 
Sigma 5. 71 5. 72 8.12 7.60 '13.30 7.68 7. 98 8.17 
Self-Estrangement· 
Mean 30.35 . 27.85 28.90 28.55 33.16 26.20 30.44 28.84. 
Sigma· 5. 79 5 •. 87 · 6.10 7 .22 · 7 .11 · 6. 80 6.98 7 .06 
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For the non-traditional role prescription scale females score 
higher the.µ mal.es in all.· categories,· with the highest meaI;l being 6 7. 85 
for fen;iales and 64.68 for males. Married females .from.College W score 
hitfu.er than do all.other females, they also hav~ the lowest stl:!lldard 
deviat:i;on (5. 72). than any. otl)er group of . females indicating that they 
are generally more,non-traditional and in more agreement on non-
traditionalism. Males from College W score higher on this scale than 
do males from College B and sc9res .are relatively the same for both 
categories of marital-status. Males from College B score relatively 
the same on the scale, with means of 62.66 and 62099 for married and 
not.married, respectively. However, married .males have a standard 
deviation of 13.30 ·while not married males have a standard deviation 
of -7 .98 indicating .almost, twice as much variation in, scores. 
Married males from College B appear to be more estrB.I!ged 'from self 
than any other group, with a.mean of 33.16 on the self-estrangement 
scale. Married f~males score higher on the scale than do females who 
are not-married, for College B, while females who are not married 
score lower than females who are married in College W. The same is 
true for males. Married males have-an overall mean of 36.17 .for College 
B and married males for College W have a mean of · 26. 2Q, as compared to 
males who,are not-married, with mea11s of 30.44 .and 28.84, respectivelyo 
There is not much variation in sigmas for any group. The highest 
amot,1.nt of variance occurs among, females in College _W who are not marrd.ed 
and the. least occt,1rs among. females. from College B who /are married. 
Analysis of hypothesis one indicates that there is some.variation 
in the means of the various groups but not extensively by -marital 
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statt.ls. Hypothes:i,.s two will attempt -- to examine theeie differences more 
specifically. 
Hypothesis; two: There is no difference by sex. and by college in._ 
the ~ans of: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non.,.traditionalism, 
and- (4) estrangemento 
Table VIII shows that. males from College B scare higher th;.a.n males 
from College Won domin.an.c.e,,:, with .means of 32.57 _and 27.14, resp-e.Cel:'. 
tively. The means difference test yields at-value of 4.38 for the two 
means for males in each college. This value is significant at the .• 05 
level. The null-.hypotheses of ;no difference between males from College 
Band males from College Won orientation to-dominance must be reject,ed. 
Males from College B score conside:rably higher than_ do males from 
College W. There is more variation in scores for males from College W, 
(sigma-= 9.10) than there is for males fram College, (sigma= 7.98). 
Females from College B .score higher than females from College Won 
the. g_qminance scale. In t~sting the extent of diffe:rence'.between these -
two groups, for a mean of,2!1'.15 and a standard deviatian of 8.9 for 
females from College Band mean of.25.14 with a standard deviation of 
7~89 for females from College W. The means difference test yields a 
t-value of 2.99 ·for the extent of statistical difference between the 
two groups. This t-value _is signif:i,.cant at the .05 level, and 
necessitates the rejection of,the null hypotb,esis of no difference 
be tween· the means. Females from College B; score. lower on dominance. 
than ._females from College W. 
Within colleges, scores between males and.females appear to be 
less different than means between colleges. For Col:\.ege ~ the average. 
score for males is 32.57 with a standard deviation of 7.98, and for 
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TAB~E VIII 
MEANS ON TRADITIONALISM, , DOMINANCE, NON-TRADITIONALISM 
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28.36 
6.84 
females the mean is 29.15 with a.standard deviatio~ of 8.9. The t-valu~ 
for these means is 3.12, which is stai:i,stically significant.at the .05 
l~vel. The null hypothesis of no diffe+ence between males and females 
in College Bon dominance must be rejec~ed at the .05 level which indi-
cates that males .a~d f~males score differently on the dominance scale. 
However, within College W the means are found not to be statistically 
differe~t. F~males score 25.41 and males score 27.14. The calculated 
t-value of 1.19 is not significant at the .05 level although males 
scoreQ a little high~r. 
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Examination of scores .on.the traditional scale reveals that males 
from College B score higher (X = 63. 74) than ma+es from College W (X = 
50 .30h and that females from College B score higher (X = 57 .33) than 
females from College W. (X = 45.54). Applying the means difference test 
results in a t-:-value of 7. 43 for the means between m{iles for the sta-,-
tistical difference this value is significant at the .05 level, indi-
cating that.males from College Band males from College Ware signifi-
cantly different in their scores on .. tradi,tionalism. Application of the 
means difference test also indieates that females from each group score 
significantly different on this scale (t = 5.54). In~both cases sub-
jects in College B scored higher.· Means are also statistically differ-
ent within colleges. 
There is noticeable less difference in scores on the .non-. 
traditional scale than on the traditio.nal ,scale. There is also less 
variation for each group. Males and females from.College B score 63.74. 
and 57.33 ·With a standard deviation .of 8.91 and 7. 81, respectively. A 
t-value of 2~39, which is statisti,cally significant at the .05 level, 
indicates .that. these means are, in fact, different. Males and females 
from College W score 64.58 and 66.05, respectively, with almost,equal 
variation. A t-valtie of 1.26 indi.cates that these means are not sig-
nificantly different. Mea,ns compared across colleges are not.signifi-
cant for males nor for fe~ales. The only significant.difference in 
scores for this scale is between males .and females from College B where 
females are higher. 
Scores are not vastly different on the self-estrangement scale; 
and there is le,ss tl,lan a .1-point variat;ion between standard deviations •. 
The highest estrangement score is for males from College Band the 
lowest for males from College W. The only, significant difference· in. 
means occ~rs between these two groups (t.= 2.86). All other mean 
comparisons .are nqt significantly different at the .05 level. 
Hypothesis -.three: TilE~re is no difference by sex·and by marital· 
status .in the means on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionallsm, (3) non-
traditionalism, anq (4) self~estrangement. 
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Table IX gives means for males and females within both categories 
of marital ·status~ Examination of this table ,.reveals that married males 
and females score lower on dominance than do.males and females who are 
not married. Within categories .of ma~ital status means differ less 
than they do between categories of mafital status .on dominance. The 
mean for married males is.26.59 and.the mean for unmarri~d males is 
31.55. Application of the means difference test shows.that .these two 
means·are significant~y different with t~val~e of 3.47. The means fer 
married and for not.married females are not.significantly different 
with t-value of 1.54. The only significant·difference between group. 
means is between married and unmarried males. 
For .the traditiona:Lism sca:Le · there appear1;1 to be more variation in 
mean scores between groups than within.groups. Married males have a 
mea-p score of 53.57 with a standard deviation of-14.49, while not 
married males have a mean score of 59.59 ·with a standard deviation of 
14.54. A t-value of· 2.49 ·is significant at the, .05 level. A t-value. 
of 0.87 for the means·for both g~oups·of females is not·significant at 
the .05 level indicating that there is no difference between the means 
of females from Co],.lege·B and females from College.Won traditionalism. 
Within_categories of,married and·not married, the.not married groups 
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score significantly different while the married groups do not, with t-
values of 0.87 and 3.87. 
TABLE IX 
MEANS ON TRADITIONALISM, DOMINANCE, NON-TRADITIONALISM, 
AND SELF-ESTRANGEMENT, BY SEX AND MARITAL STATUS 
VARIABLES CATEGORJES 
Marital .Status Married Not Married 
Sex Male Female Male Female 
N=47 N=34 N=l55 N•l55 
Dominance 
Mean 26.59 25.61 3L55 28.14 
Sigma 8.56 8068 8.64 8.69 
Traditionalism 
Mean 53.57 50. 29 59059 53.31 
Sigma 14.49 18023 14054 14.16 
Non-Traditionalism 
Mean 63. 91 · 66064 63.51 65.57 
Sigma 10.11 5.66 8.05 7.92 
Self-Estrangement 
Mean 28. 87 · 28.88 29. 89 28.78 
Sigma 7.65 5.89 7 .03 6.80 
Table IX shows that scores on non-:-traditional:i,.sm are generally 
higher than scores on traditionalism for all groups. Within the cate-
gory of married; the mean score for males is 63091 with a sigma of 
10.11 and the mean score for females is 66.64 with a sigma of 5.66. The 
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calculated t-value for these means ipdicates little significant·differ-
ence between them (t = 0.87). Within the category of not married, 
males score 63.Sl·while females score 65.570 The calculated t-value, 
2.27, indicates.that these means are significantly different at the .OS 
level.. Across categories of marital status, mean scores for males do 
not.appear to differ to a great degree, however, standard deviations 
are considerably di,fferenta Females score generally higher than males 
on this scale with similar means and sigmas. The calculated t~value for 
mean scores for females is 0.92, indicating that there is no signifi-
cant difference in scores for females across categories of marital 
status, 
Hypothesis four: There is no difference by sex, marital status, 
and college in the .means on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, 
(3) non,traditionalism, and (4) estrangement. 
Within the category of sex, Table X indicates that males score 
higher than females on dominance. It .is important to note that the 
standard deviations for these g:reup,s.are almost equal with only a .14 
difference in the two sigmas. A calculated t-value of 2.98 is signifi-
cant at the .05 level. The sexes also score differently on traditional-
ism with mean scores of 58.31 and.52.86 for males and.females, respec-
tively. Application of the means difference test reveals.that these 
scores are· significantly different at the .OS level with a t-valu~ of 
3.60. 
Table X also shows the mean scores for non-traditionalism. Males 
score,63.65 and females 65.78. Scores on this scale are generally 
higher than scores on the traditionalism scale, with considerably less 
variation.of scqres indicating that within groups there is more 
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agreement on non:traditionalism than on traditionalism •. Application of 
means·difference.test reveals that.males and females score significantly 
different.on the non-traditional scale (t = 2.74). 
TABLE X 
MEANS ON TRADITIONALISM, DOmNANCE, NON-TRADITIONALISM 
AND SELF-ESTRANGEMENT BY SEX, BY MARITAL STATUS, 
AND BY COLLEGE 
VARIABLES SEX MARI';l'AL STATUS COLLEGE 
Not 
Male Female Married Married B w 
N=203 N=190 N=82 N=310 N=247 N=l54 
Dominance 
Mean 30.37 27.73 26.40 29.84 31.07 26.33 
Sigma 8.84 8. 72 8.75 8.82 8.65 8.57 
Traditionalism 
Mean 58.31 52.86 52 .58. 56.45 60.88 48.07 
Sigma 14. 78 15.33 16.42 14.89 14.21 13.70 
Non-Traditionalism 
Mean 63.65 65.78· 65.09 64.54 64.22 65.27 
Sigma 8.55 7.55 8.55 8.04 8.53 7. 59 
Estrangement 
Mean 29.62 28.85 28. 92 . 29.34 29.97 28.12 
Sigma 7.17 6.64 6.90 6.92 6.81 6.93 
Males a:Qd females score· significantly different on all scales 
except the.estrangement scale. Th~re is less than a 1-point dif{erence 
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in means and sigmas between groups. The calc~lated·t-value of 1.10 is 
not· significant at the .• 05 ·leveL. 
Within the category of.marital status there is notmuch difference 
in means for most scaleso For only one.scale did.the application of 
the means difference test yield at-value which .is significant at the 
• 05 level. Married and not .married score: 26. 40 and 29. 84, respectively, 
on .the dominance scaleo The calculated t-value .is 5.86 which is sig-
nificant at the .05 level of significance. ,his tends.to indicate that 
married and not marrieds are sigl).ificantly different in their orienta-
tion to.dominance in evaluation of role prescriptions, but.not d:i.ffer-
ent in role pres~riptions or degree of self-estrangement~ 
Within the category of college there is a considerable amount of. 
difference betwee,n means on. mos.t · sc&les. College B scores higher than 
College Won dominance, with a mean.of 31.07, as compared to College W 
with a mean of 26.33.- A calqilated t-value of 5.36 is highly signifi-
cant at the.oOS level. There is an even greater difference between 
means on traditionalism for these Ci:}tegories. ~allege B scores . 60. 88 
and.College W scores 48 .. 07 on the. traditionalism scale with less than 
a 1-point difference in standard deviations. A calculated t-value of 
6.29 is highly significant at the .05 level indicating that College B 
and· College W are significantly different in their· degrees of endorse'.'"' , 
ment of a. traditional female familial role prescription. · However scores 
do not.differ significantly between colleges on the non-traditionalism 
scale. The scores ,are somewhat higher than they are on the tradition-
alism scale; and variation is somewhat.less. The _mean difference test·· 
yields a t-value of 1.Z8 whi.ch is not: signific~nt at the .05 level. 
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Hypothesis five:_ There is no. difference amo11g categories of sex, 
college, and marital status on tqe intercqrrelatio11s, among; (1) domi-
nance, (2) traditionaiism, (3) non-traditionalism, (4) estrangeme~t, 
and (5) related _variables of religiosity, educational -level, social 
class, connnittilent to .Black separatism, Black. and White integration, 
Black power movement, Women's liberation movement, and.mother's occupa-
t:f_on •. 
Ta,ble XI shows , correlati_on matrices for th~ various . categories of 
marital status, sex, and college. Although many of the r values are_ 
statistically significant, only those which are considered to be.sub-
stantively signiUcantly will be discussed in. the teJtt. Since the 
nature of the research.is essentially exploratory, a higher r value 
than is ui;;ually s.ignificant is _needed to explain more of the _variance. 
For.this study, an r value of at least .50 must be atta:i,ned to·be con-· 
sidered substantively ,sig;p.ificant •. 
Examination of the first matrix in Table XI reveals that for 
married males from College B, the majority of the.correlations-are not 
substantively significant. For those which are significant, the highest 
r value is • 70, showing a high positive correla,tion between the degree_ 
of commitment to Bl~ck s~paratism and degree of commitment to the _Black 
power movement~ T:q1ditionalism cG>rJ;"elates positively with_ dominance 
(r = .67) which is both substantively significant a~d statistically 
significant. Self-estrangement also correlates significantly with 
J 
traditionalism, with a_r value of .52. The non-traditional-scale 
correlates positively with self-estrangement aµd negatively with degree 
of conunitment to. the Women's liberation movement. Th~re is also a 
moderate negative correlation between Blac~ separatism and religiosity,. 
TABLE XI 
COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS OF SCALES AND RELATED VARIABLES 
BY SEX, MARITAL STATUS, AND COLLEGE 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married~ Males, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .67a 
Non-Tr~ditionalism 3 .05 .17 
Self-E.s trangement 4 .39 .52 .50 
Religiosity 5 -.03 -.03 -.34 -.29 
Educational Level 6 -.08 -.16 .12 -.01 .29 
Social Class 7 .29 .06 -.20 -.04 .17 .10 
Black Separatism 8 .12 -.07 -.02 .02 -.54 -.10 .37 
Black/White Integration 9 -.12 -.35 .05 -.28 -.03 .44 .32 .12 
Black Power Movement 10 .43 .42 -.17 .32 -.38 .01 .45 .70 ·.00 
Women's Liberation 11. .20 -.07 -.60 -.15 .oo .22 ~31 ,21 .10 .48 
Mother's Occupation 12 .11 -.13 :....12 -.14 -.04 -.05 .68 .53 .37 .28 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married, Males, College w 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dominance 1 
.56b Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.23 -.37 
Self-Estrangement 4 .49 .39 -.07 
Religiosity 5 -.24 -.48 -.oo -.15 
Educational Level 6 -.24 -.47 .24 -.30 .15 
Social Class 7 .28 .15 -.18 .20 -.23 -.37 
Black Separatism 8 -.30 -.24 .01 .02 -.01 -.03 -.04 
Black/White IntegratiO!l 9 .20 .07 -.24 -.01 .13 .13 .09 -.33 
Black Power Movement 10 -.02 .35 -.18 .13 -.32 -.30 -.05 .21 .29 
Women's Liberation 11 .20 .52 -.04 .18 -.49 -.29 .26 ,11 .17 .42 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.39 .31 -.27 -.10 -.35 -.28 .57 -.14 .21 .13 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Single, Males, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .Slc 
Non-Traditionalism 3 .09 .OS 
Self-Estrangement 4 .34 .27 .30 
Religiosity 5 -.03 -,19 -.05 -.03 
Educational. Lev.el 6 .06 .03 .oo .02 .23 
Social Class 7 .02 .06 -.09 .04 -.14 .17 
Black Separatism 8 -.16 -.14 .03 -.1~ .OS .04 .00 
Black/White In.tegration 9 .02 .OS .oo -.05 -.17 -.04 .oo . • 03 
Black Power Movement 10 .oo -.02 -.01 -.03 .11 .03 -.12 .30 .29 
Women's Liberation 11 -.11 -.20 .oo -.09 -.03 ,09 .oo ,11 .30 .11 









Table XI (Continued) 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Single, Males, College W 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
• 73d Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.20 -.24 
Self-Estrangement 4 .41 .31 -.02 
Religiosity 5 -.04 -.17 -.03 .20 
Educational Level 6 .06 .03 -.03 -.14 -.07 
Social Class 7 .oo .05 .05 -.09 -.16 -.15 
Black Separatism 8 -.27 -.27 -.03 -.08 .11 .02 .02 
Black/White Integration 9 .01 .15 .11 .11 .11 .19 -.16 -.26 
Black Power Movement 10 -.01 -.01 -.18 -.10 .20 .08 .05 .29 .14 
Women's Liberation 11 .08 .08 -.34 .04 .09 .06 .oo .08 .11 .16 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.02 -.02 .05 -.12 -.29 -.13 .49 -.13 .03 -.12 -.18 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married, Females, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .61 e 
Non-Traditionalism 3 .14 -.15 
Self-Estrangement 4 -.04 .48 .14 
Religiosity 5 .oo -.20 -.10 -.29 
Educational Level 6 .03 .OB -.30 .28 .02 
Social Class 7 .27 .42 -.02 -.OB .29 -.30 
Black Separatism 8 .13 -.35 .ol -.62 .62 .14 -.13 
Black/White Integration 9 -.12 .14 .11 .43 .16 -.13 .01 -.32 
Black Power Movement 10 .12 .29 .16 .49 -.16 .49 -.18 -.14 .30 
Women's Liberation 11 .28 .58 .01 .63 -.07 .14 .60 -.59 .44 .32 
Mother's Occupation 12 .18 .20 .08 .24 .17 -.03 .26 -.24 .21 -.33 .43 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married, Females, College W 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.45 f Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 .19 .08 
Self-Estrangement 4 .35 .18 • 38 
Religiosity 5 .11 -.15 ,25 .10 
Educational Level 6 .19 .30 -.20 .04 .04 
Social Class 7 -.32 .07 -.38 -. 23 -.14 .13 
Black Separatism 8 .24 .38 .05 .06 -.03 .04 .15 
Black/White Integration 9 -.26 -.24 -.32 -.21 -.10 -.04 .01 -.06 
Black Power Movement 10 -.02 .oo -.25 -.21 -.08 -.06 .04 .42 .13 
Women's Liberation 11 .30 .29 .32 -.07 .23 .07 -.38 .25 .17 .26 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.22 .20 -.34 .18 .16 .oo .30 .oo -.06 -.04 -.04 
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Table XI (Continued) 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Not Married, Females, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
J)ominance 1 
.55g Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.13 -.17 
Self-Estrangement 4 .18 .09 ,29 
Religiosity 5 -.07 -.22 .12 .17 
Educational Level 6 -.02 .02 .01 .01 -.04 
Social Cla.ss 7 -.09 -.08 -.05 -.06 -.13 -.11 
Black Separatism 8 -.07 -.02 -.08 -.01 -.08 .07 .08 
Black/White Integration 9 .06 .05 .02 .14 .09 .17 -.18 -.11 
Black Power Movement 10 -.15 ,03 -.10 -.07 -.18 .10 .03 • 51 .oo 
Women's Liberation 11 -.02 -.02 .03 ,21 .oo -.10 .oo .26 .02 .31 
Mother's Occupation 12 .oo -.06 -.11 -.22 -.06 -,03 .53 .. oo -.03 .06 .oo 
Correlation~ between Scales and Related Variables by Not Married, Females, College w 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.63h Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditional.ism 3 .01 -,33 
Self-Estrangement 4 .17 ,20 .17 
Religiosity 5 -.06 -:26 .26 .10 
Educational Level 6 -.25 -.41 .08 .02 .12 
Social Class 7 -.18 -.26 .09 -.05 ,20 ,18 
Black Separatism 8 -.27 -.32 -.14 -.23 -.10 -.03 .oo 
Black/White integration 9 -.23 -.21 .02 -.07 .02 .11 .32 -.05 
Black Power Movement 10 -.20 .oo -.16 -,05 -.06 -.18 .08 .52 .24 
Women's Liberation 11 -.30 -.21 -.14 -.27 ,15 ,06 .05 ,21 .41 .38 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.03 -.29 .24 -.01 .oo .18 ,40 .02 .02 .05 -.01 
8with df = 16 a Pearson r of .46 is significant at .05 level. 
bWith df = 27 a Pearson r of .38 is significant at .05 level. 
~ith df.= 51 a Pearson r of .27 is significant at .05 level. 
dWith df = 101 a Pearson r of .• 19 is significant at .05 level, 
~ith df = 13 a Pearson r of .51 is significant at • 05 level • 
fWith df = 18 a Pearson r of .44 is significant at .05 level. 
&with df = 101 a Pearson r of .19 is significant at .05 level, 
hwith df = 50 a Pearson or .27 is significant at ,05 level. 
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but since one of these is a reversely scored item.the relationship is 
actually positive. There is a high positive correlation between social 
class and mother's occupation with r value of .680 
The second mat:;rix of Table XI shows correlations between scales 
and related variables for married males from College W. There is a 
moderate positive correlation between traditionalism and domitiance with 
an r value of .56. There is also a moderate positive correlation be-
tween traditionalism and commitment to the Women's liberation movement. 
But siµce one of these items is reversly scored, the relationship is 
actually negative. Again, there is a positive correlation between 
mother's occupation and social class. 
Correlation matrices for single males from ead1 college reveal 
that only two correlations reach.substantive significance. There is a 
moderate positive relationship between dominance·and traditionalism, 
for single males from College Band a strong positive relationship be-
tween these same two variables for males from College W. These r val~es 
are .51 for single males from College Band .73 for single males from 
College W. 
Matrices showing the relationship between variables for married 
females from each college show that for married females from College W, 
only oner value reaches substantive significance, while for married 
females from Col,l-ege B fiver values are significant, The relationship 
between dominance and traditionalism is moderate and positive with an r 
value of o6L;, There is a positive relationship between degree of commit.,-
ment to Black separatism and religiosity (r = .62), and a relationship 
between degree of commitment to women's liberation and social class o 
The relationship indicates that as social class.increases amount of 
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commitment to women's liberation movement decreases. (reversely.· scored 
items). There is a moderate negat~ve correlation between the Women's 
liberation movement and commitment to.Black separatism. For married 
females from College W the.relationship between dominance.and tradi-:-
tionalism reaches sta~istical significance but does nqt reach substan-
tive significance with r value of .45. 
Relationships .are relatively the same.for single females across 
categories of.college. There is a positive relationship between dom:J_-· 
nance and traditionalism for both g~oups with r values of .• 55 and .63 
for College Band College W, respectively. The relationship between 
degree of commitment·to Black power.movement and degree of cc;,mmitment 
to Black. separatism remains significant. 
Hypothesis six: There is no difference among categories of sex 
and marital status .on the intercorrelatio~s among: (1) dominance, 
(2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, (4) estrangement, and (5) 
relat~d variables of religiosity, educational level, social class, 
commitment to Black separatism, Black and White .integration, Black 
power movement, Women',s liberation movement, and,mother's occupation. 
Table XII shows.correlation matrices for the categories of sex 
and marital,stat4s. The first matrix in Table XII shows r values for 
married males. Once again, dominance positively correlates with tradi-. 
tioualism. The relationship between dominance: and tl;'.aditionalism holds 
across all categqries of sex-and marital status. This is the most con-
sistent and pr<;>noui;iced. relationship, although examination of the. table 
reveals that other variables correlate for certain categories of sex and 
marital status. This is also true of the second.matrix of Table XII 
which shows r values for males who are not ma~ried. For married males 
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this r value is • 6 8; and for males who are not married, this r value is 
.62. Within the category of married males, estrangement positively 
correlates with traditionalism (r = .54), and with dominance(r = .58). 
Other substantively significant correlations occur between mother's 
occupation and social class, and between educational level and tradi~ 
tionalism. The latter is a negative correlation of .51. For not married 
males, the correlation between dominance and traditionalism appears to 
be only one of substantive significance. This is also true of the 
cqrrelation matrix.for females who are not married. The only sub-
st!ntively significant correlation is a value of .61 between dominance 
and traditionalism. For the last matrix of Table XII, females who are 
not married, there is a positive correlation between traditionalism and 
dominance. There is a significant r value for the relationship between 
degree of commitment to the Black power movement and degree of commit~ 
ment to Black separatism. 
Hypothesis·seven: There is no diffe,rence among categories of sex 
and college on the intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, (2) tradi~ 
tionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, (4) estrangement, and (5) related 
variables of religiosity, educational level, social ,class, commitment 
to Black separatism, Black and White integration, Black power movement, 
Women's liberation movement, and mother's occupation, 
Taqle XIII gives correlation matrices for the categories of sex and 
college. For males from College B there is a significant correlation 
of .52 between traditionalism and dominance. This relationship main-
tains itself across all categories of sex and college, with r values of 
.70, .55, and .60; for males from College W, females from College B, and 
females from College W, respectively. The only other correlation which 
TABLE XII 
COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS OF SCALES AND RELA'l;ED VARIABLES 
BY SEX AND MARITAL STATUS 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married Males 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .68a 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.10 -.09 
Self-Estrangement 4 .54 .58 .15 
Religiosity 5 -.12 -.18 -.16 -.15 
Eduoational·Level 6 -.31 -.51 .25 -.35 .16 
Social Class 7 .32 .16 .16 .18 -.os -.23 
Black Separatism 8 -.18 - .24 -.25 -.07 -.23 .04 .11 
Black/White Integration 9 .03 -.14 -.14 -.13 .06 -.28 .19 -.11 
Black Power Movement 10 .20 .38 .38 .24 -.33 -.20 .18 .38 .16 
Women's Liberation 11 .09 .03 .04 -.07 -.30 -.12 .24 .20 .15 ,40 
Mother's Occupation 12 .31 ,18 .18 -.01 -.17 .28 .64 ,12 ,28 ,22 .28 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Not Married Males 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.62b Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.06 -.08 
Self-Estrangement 4 .38 .30 ,17 
Religiosity 5 -.06 -.21 -,03 .03 
Educational Level 6 -.02 -.09 .02 -.07 ,14 
Social Class 7 .03 ,08 -.04 .00 -.16 .oo 
Black Separatism 8 -.23 -.23 .02 -.12, .09 .08 .oo 
Black/White Integration 9 .07 .16 -.05 · .02 -.10 -.06 -.02 -.09 
Black Power MoV1>ment 10 .oo .01 -.07 -.05 .14 .04 -.06 .30 .24 
Women's Liberation 11 -,(11 -.08 -.12 -.03 -.oo .04 .01 .08 .26 .13 
Mother's Occup~tion 12 .12 .10 .03 .02 -.23 -.10 .45 -.07 .10 -.23 .04 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married Females 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .61c 
Non-Traditionalism 3 ,11 -.09 
Self-Estrangement 4 .27 .38 .25 
Religiosity 5 -.01 -.25 .11 -.09 
Educational Level 6 -.11 -.21 -.14 .oo .12 
Social Class 7 -.11 ,17 -.23 -.17 ,04 -.02 
Black Separatism 8 .06 -.17 .06 -,28 .31 ,21 .02 
Black/White Integration 9 -.17 .oo -.10 ,10 .03 -.07 ,01 -.20 
Black Power Movement 10 -.02 .03 -.05 -.05 -.09 ,21 -.05 ,17 ;22 
Women's Liberation 11 ,23 .28 .19 .19 .10 .12 ,01 -.13 .31 ,29. 
Mother'a Occupation 12 .01 ,29 -.18 -.18 ,11 -.12 ,28 -.17 .06 -.21 .12 
Correlationa between Scales and Related Variables by Not Married Females 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.58d Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.09 -.21 
Se~f-Estrangement 4 .17 .13 .24 
Religiosity 5 -.08 -.2.5 ,16 ,14 
Educational Level 6 -.11 -.20 ,04 ,01 .03 
Social Class 7 -.12 -.14 ,00 -.05 -.01 -.01 
Black Separatism 8 -.15 -.17 -.09 -.08 -.07 .09 .04 
Black/White Integration 9 .oo .oo .02 .07 .06 .11 ·.00 -.11 
Black Power Movement 10 -.17 .oo -.12 -.07 .-.14 .03 .04 .52 .06 
Women's Lib~ration 11 -.09 -.08 -.13 .05 .04 -.04 .02 .25 .13 .33 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.01 -.15 .02 -.13 ~.03 -.03 .47 .oo .oo +.05 .oo 
8with df • 45 a Pearson r of .29 is significant at the .05 level, 
bWith df • 153 a Pearson r of ,16 is significant at the ,05 level, 
~ith df • 32 a Pearson r of ,35 is significant at the ,05 level. 





COMPARISON OF CORREL.A.TIONS OF SCALES AND RELATED 
VARIABLES BY SEX AND COLLEGE 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables for Males, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 ,528 
Non-Traditionalism 3 .07 ,09 
,,. Self-Estraniement 4 ,34 .29 ,32 
Religiosity 5 -,05 -.14 -.12 -.07 
Educational Level 6 .01 ,00 .oo .os .25 
Social Class 7 .08 .04 -.13 .07 -.05 ,19 
Black Separatism 8 -.12 -.12 .02 -.10 -.06 .01 .08 
Black/White Integration 9 .01 .00 .03 -.14 -,15 -.03 ,04 .os 
Black Power Movement 10 .OS .07 -.04 .01 ,03 .os ,01 .38 .21 
Women's Liberation 11 -.03 -.16 -.14 .:.,13 -.04 .07 ,05 ,12 .30 .16 
Mother's Occupation 12 .14 ,05 -.01 ,09 -.12 .03 .49 .11 .10 -.20 .16 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables for Males, College w 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.70b Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.25 -.27 
Self-Estrangement 4 .46 +.35 -.04 
Religiosity 5 -.09 -.25 -.02 .06 
Educational Level 6 -.13 -.16 .o:S -.25 .oo 
Social Class 7 .08 ,07 -.03 .01 -.19 
-,19 
Black Separatism 8 -.30 -.27 -.02 -.06 .OS .os .oo 
Black/White Integration 9 ,09 .13 -',16 .07 .12 ,12 -.04 -.29 
Black Power Movement 10 -.02 ,15 -.18 - •. 01 -.".>3 -.02 .01 .26 .21 
Women's Liberation 11 .08 .11 -.23 .07 -.16 .oo .11 .10 .13 .27 
Mother's Occupation 12 .10 ,11 -.04 -.10 -.31 -.17 .52 -.14 .10 -.02 -.01 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables for Females, College B 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .SSC 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.11 -.16 
Self-Estrangement 4 .17 .16 .28 
Religiosity 5 -.08 -.22 ,09 .10 
Educational Level 6 -.01 .04 -.01 .04 -.03 
Social Class 7 -,.07 -.02 .:.os -.08 -.05 -.13 
Black Separatism 8 -.Q6 -.08 -.08 -.09 .02 .10 .06 
Black/White Integration 9 ,04 ,05 .03 •. 17 .10 .12 -.14 -.14 
Black Power Movement 10 -.11 .08 -.07. .oo -.19 .15 -.01 .40 ,03 
Women's Liberation , 11 ,00 .03 .03 .24 -.01 -.08 .08 .08 .08 .32 
Mother'.s Occupation 12 .oo -.05 .09 -.18 -.02 -.04 .so .01 .01 .oo .06 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables for Females, College W 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.60d Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 .03 -.27 
Self-Estrangement 4 .22 .20 .20 
Religiosity 5 -.02 -.23 .26 .10 
Educational Level 6 -.19 -.29 .os .oo .11 
Social Class 7 -,23 -,18 .oo .10 .10 .16 
Black Separatism 8 -.13 -.16 -.08 -.16 -.07 .04 .05 
Black/White Integration 9 -.24 -,22 -.04 -.10 .oo .08 .24 -.os 
Black Power Movement 10 -.16 -.01 -.17 -.09 -.07 -,3.0 ,07 .49 .22 
Women's Liberation 11 -.06 -.04 -.os -.21 .17 .oo -,08 .20 .34 ,33 
Mother's Occupation 12 -.02 -.13 .11 .02 .01 .oo .35 -.01 .oo .01 .01 
8with df • 119 a Pearson r of ,17 is significant at the ,05 level. 
bWith df • 80 a Pearson r of,,22 is significant at the .OS level. 
~ith df. 116 a Pearson r of .17 is significant at the ,05 level. 
~ith df • 70 a Pearson r of .23 is significant at the .OS level. 
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reaches substantive significance is the relationship between mother's 
occupation and soc~al class~ This rel~tionsnip holds across all cate-
gories except one, which is females from College W. Many of the other 
correlations, however, reacl::i statistical significance. 
A closer examination of the relationship between variables is 
given in Appendix B. Correlations . by sex, by marital status, and by 
college show very little change in relationship already discussed. 
For furth.er examination of these relationships see Appendix B. 
Hypothesis eight: Among females there is no difference by cate-
gories of High, Middle, Low traditionalism nor for High, Middle, and 
Low non-traditionalism on dominance and estrangement. 
Examination of Table XIV shows that for both traditional and non-. 
traditional the mean score on estrangement increases with the mean 
score on the scale. The estrangement scores, however, are lower for 
non-traditionalism than.for traditionalism across the categories from 
High .to Low. Fo~ the Middle scores, estrangement is highest for non~ 
traditional. Scores on dominance·increase with categories for the 
traditional scale. But for the non-traditional, dominance scores 
decrease with categories from Low.to High. 
The highest mean on the estrangement scale is 30.88, with sigma of 
5.91. This estrangement score occllrs in the category of high tradi-
tionalism.· The lowest estr~ngeme~t mean, 26.61, occurs in the categqry 
of low non-traditionalism with a standard deviation of 5.89~ The high-
est mean on dominance occurs in the category of .high traditionalism, 
with a mean score of 33.95, and the lowest, 27.08 occ4rs in the.cate-
gory of high non-traditionalism. 
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TABLE XIV 
ME.ANS ON.DOMINANCE AND ESTRANGEMENT WITHIN RANKED TRICHOTOMIZED 
















































· Hypothesis nine: Among females there is no <;lifference by paired 
categories of trichotomized traditional and non-traditional on dominance 
and estrangement. 
Examination of Table XV reveals that estrangement from self is 
lowest in the category of low traditionalism and low non-traditionalism, 
with mean of 26.00. The table also shows that estrangement is highest 
for the category of high traditi.onalism and high non-traditionalism, 
with mean of .32.00 and a standard deviation of 5.85. A similar case is 
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true for mean scores on dominance, which range from highest of 35.35 to 
lowest of 21. 84,. for cacegories of high traditionalism and high non-· 
traditionalism, and for low traditional and high .non-traditional, 
respectively a 
Hypothesis ten: Among females there is no difference by paired 
categories of trichoto.mized non-traditional and dominance, and no dif-,. 
ference by paired categories of traditional a.I).d dominance on estrange-
ment. 
The statistical analysis of hypothesis ten.is presented in Table 
XVI. Examination of this table indicates the means are generally higher 
in the categc,ries of high dominance, with high dominance and high tra-
ditionalism having the highest ,mean on estrangement. Categories of low 
dominance gep;erally have. lower scores on estrangement with. the lowest 
scqre occurring in the category of low dominance and low traditio.nal. 
For comparisons on dominan~e and traditionalism estrangement scores 
range from 31.,50 for.the High-High category to 27.91 for the Low-Low 
category. The same is true of the comparisons ,on non-traditional and 
dominance. Mean scores range from 26.60 to 33.77 for categories of 
High-High and Low-Low, respectively. 
Additional Analysis 
As already noted, the traditional. and non-traditional· scales are 
composed of subscales for which the items were.constructed and assem-
bled. For a more detailed and thorough analysis of the data the scales 
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MEANS ON ESTRANGEMENT WITHIN PAIRED CATE·GORIES OF 
TRICHOTOMI~E-D NON-TRADITION:AL AND DOMINANCE, 
AND TRADITIONAL AND DOMINANCE· 
Dominance HIGH 
Traditional High Low High_ 
N=40 N=7 N=6 
Estrangement .. 
Mean 31.50 28. 71 28~83 
Sigma 5. 61 · 7. 2.9 . 6.40 
Dominance 
Non-Traditional High Low High 
N=22 N=23 N=23 
Estrangement 
Mean 33.77 28.04 27.47 
Sigma, 5;.31 6.45 7.80 
LOW 










within scales. The r values indicate that Cq.tegc:,ries have positive 
correlations with.in each scale.. These correlation.s are of statistical 
significance, but all r values are below • 50. Between scales, the 
majority of r values are t1ot of statist.ical significance. Those which 
are of stat,istical .significance are negative cori;elations suggesting 
that there is considerable independence among the sub scales. The 
highest r values occt.lr bet.ween. the categories of traditional role 
differentiation and traditional socializa~ion, and. traditional role 
TABLE XVII 
SUBSCALE CORRELATION MATRIX FOR TRADITIONAL AND 
NON-TRADITIONAL SEX ROLE ITEMS 
1 2 3 4 5 
Traditional Sex Relations 1 
Non-Traditional Sex Relations 2 -19a 
Traditional Role Differentiation 3 .43 -.01. 
Non .... Traditional itole Differentiation 4 -.12 .25 -.09 
Traditional Economics 5 .24 -.08 .38 -.14 
Non-Traditional Economics 6 -.09 .08 -.04 .20 .oo 
Traditional Procreation 7 • 28 -.11 . .46 .oo .22 . 
Non-Traditional Procreation 8 -.10 .20 -.12 .21 -.15 





Non-Traditional Socialization 10 -.13 .21 .oo • 29 -.07 · -.04 . 
. 8with df = 401 a Pearson r of .11 is significant at the .05 level. 
7 8 -9 10 
-.18 
.34 -.10 
-.10 .24 .oo 
differentiation and traditional procreation, with values. of .49 and 
• 46-, respectively. 
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Subscale ite:ms were isolat.ed and adjus·ted means were c&lculated 
for males and .females for each suqscale on .the traditionalism scale and 
for each on the non-,.traditional scale. Table XVIII shows subscale 
means foz: mal~s and females. Examination of the tabl,e reveals that 
males scqre higher than females in all categories of trad,itionalism. 
The strongest .disagreement appears to be with.in the category of role . 
differentiation where males.· score 59. 30 and females score 53 .45. For 
the non-traditional scale males generally score lowe;r than females with 
the greatest difference in mean scores occurring in the category of 
economic,management, with males scoring 56.57, and females scoring 
62 .42. Scores for both sexes are higher on each non"'.'trad,itional .sub-
scale than on each of the ,corresponding traditional.subscales. 
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TABLE XVIII 
















49. 70* · 45.10 
59 .30 . 53.45 
39. 71 36.14 
45.38 42. 71 
50.35 45. 71 





56.57 62 .42 . 
83.14 86 .14 . 
89.50 92.14 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Introduction 
In previous sections of this research focus has centered around 
the basic. ideas underlying the research, the methods and procedures 
used in carrying out the research, and the quantit~tive findings 
resulting from the research. · The most important feature of tl).is section 
will be directed to the interpretations .of the analysis and the assess-
ment of its implications ,for further resea:rch in the area of female 
familial roles as they relate to Black people. This ta~k will entail a 
brief review of basic concepts, .and, research methods. More important. 
it en tails a sunnnary of findings for each hypothesis and how these 
findings tie together. 
Review of Concepts and .Methods 
Most bas.ic to the understanding and analysis of this research is 
the c~ncep.t · of role prescriptions. In this thesis role prescription 
is essentially a covertly held belief or idea about what behaviors 
ought .to be. This research on roles has been directed to ideal con-
structs, not to actual behavior. · Th:i,s research is concerned with two . 
ideal role prescriptions. These are a traditional female role pre~ 
scription and a non-traditional female role prescription. 
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Role prescriptions associated with the family are often described 
in terms of dominance.and subordinance. One role is usually evaluated 
to be more important or .superior to the other. In the traditional case, 
the male role is. usually seen as be:Lng dominant oyer the female role. 
Each sex role is defined. and has basic duties and characteristics .which 
accqmpany it.. The female role is described as being expressive, 
passive, and marked by dependency. upon the male" Whi,le the male· role 
is instrumental,, active, ·;and cqaracterized by financ:i,al and psychologi~ 
cal.independence. The adult males, in the .traditional case, are seen 
as. the "breadwinners" while the adult females are seen as the "house-
keepers." 
For the .non-traditional case, descriptions of roles need not,imply 
a description of status. No particular statqs designation is made 
according to the role, or tq.e content of the role. Th.e non-traditional 
case also invo.les role. integration, where differentiation of· role func-
tions according to male and female is not .important. Th.is involves the 
concept of role integrati.on •. Basic to this concept ·is the flexibility 
of both roles for participating in all aspects of family life. Sharp 
sex-role differentiaticm is not characteri,stic of this type of role 
prescription, ·but. incorporates the assignment of .roles on an equali-
tarian basis not· related to superiority or dominance. 
In relating these two .role. prescriptioP.s. te Black women, the 
simultaneous effect of both role models .must be taken into considera-
tion.· Literature suggests .that a dualistic effect upon the individual 
cou],.d conceivably be the outcome, whi,le still other sources suggest 
commitment of one type of. role prescription above the other. 
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The main goal.of this research is .to examine the.extent of .endorse-
ment of these role prescripti.ons -by Black men ·and Blac;k women and its 
relationship to the self, and to role. evaluation. 
The method employs survey researcl} des:i,.gn and. involves two dis-
tiµct populations, a predominantly .Black southwestern university 
(College B), BI1,d a. predominBI1,tly White southwestern university .. (College 
W). The total sample of 4Ql Black studen.ts is purposely heterogeneous 
with respect ·to related variables of• social _class, level of education, 
sex, and marital. status. 
Four.scales are used in measurement. They are: non-traditional 
female role prescription scale (non-traditionalism), traditional,female 
role. prescription scale (traditionalism), orientation to dominance and 
subordinance in evaluating. role prescriptions (dominance), and self-
estrangement (estrangement) scale. Statistical analysis of .these 
scales involved calculating means, .standard deviations, and correlation, 
coefficients witl:lin various categories of sex, marital status, and 
college presently attending. 
Summary of Findings and Review of Hypotheses 
The ari.alysis of data inv~lved ten hypotheses and the additional 
analysis of subscale items. · The· resu,lts of the analysis are summarized 
for each hypothesis and for the additio.nal .analysis. 
Hypothes.is One 
There is .no difference.by sex and by college and by marital status 
on: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, and 
(4) estrangement.· 
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Findings show that in al+ categories of marital status and sex, 
subjects fro~ College B score·higher,on dominSil;ce than subjects from 
College W. , Also, within al.J,. · ca<tegories of marital st:atus and sex, sub.-. 
jects fr~ College B score· higher. than. subjects. from College W on 
traditionalism. For the non-tr.aditional scl!le females score higher 
than males in all categories of cqlleg~ and marital .status. Across all. 
categories of sex and marital stat.us,· College B .scores higher, on 
estrangement than does College W •. Married males ,from College B scare 
higher on estrangement; than, any other group; and married, males from 
College W score lower than any other group. 
The gener~l impli~ations of these findings (for my sample only) 
suggests that ·traditionalism and dominance is greater for College B than. 
for College W, for males than.for females; and within colleges, married 
males score highe+.than males who.are not married,. For females there 
appears to be no general pattern related tq marital .status. 
1his analysis also suggests t:hat males are generally more 
estranged than feaml,.es and College B subjects are generally more 
es.tranged. than College W subjects. 
Hypothesis Two 
Ther~ is no difference by sex and by college in the means on: 
(1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-t:t:aditionalism, and (4) 
estrangement •. 
Findings show that College .. B scores higher on domin;;ince and on 
traditional:tsm than does College W. Within- col.J,.eges .males score. 
generally higher than do females on traditionalism and. on dominance. 
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For non•traditionalisni there is a significant ·difference in scc;,res 
for males and ·females from College B, and, no significant ·di£:ference in 
scores for coilege W. Males generally score lower than fem.ales, and 
there is no significant difference in scores .across ce-lleges o 
The general implication .of, the results of tq.is hypothesis is tl\at 
males are more tr.aditional, and more closely identify with a traditional· 
rol.e than do fema~es, regardless of. college. Also, males are more 
oriented. to dominance. in evaluating role . prescriptions than are females-o 
There is th,e -implications that when c~paring colleges, College B scores 
higher. on traditionalism and on dominance . than, does College W, regard-
less of sex. In contraat; males .score +ower.than females on non-
traditionalism; and College B scores lower than College Won this same· 
scale. 
Scores on estrangement· do not vary much. The only significant 
difference is. between males from College B and males from College W, 
where College B is higher. 
Hypothesis Three. 
There is no difference by sex and by marital ·status .in the means 
on; (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-traditionalism, and 
(4) estrangement;. 
Findings show that married subjects score lower on dom:Lnance than 
those who.are not-married, regardless of sex. And again, males score 
higher on traditionalism indepenqent of marital stat:us. Within cate-
gories of sex; not ·marrieq.s score higher on traditionalism than do 
marrieds. Females are.generally higher than males on.the 
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non-traditioI).al scale. and_there is no difference across categories of 
marital·. stat-qs in sceres on this same .scale. 
The general implications .of these findings for this sample, is 
that married subj.ects are less oriented to ev:aluating roles in. terms of 
dominance and subordinance. Aleio married subjects are less oriented .to 
the traditional .female role than are not marrieds. Again females iden-
tify more with the non.,-traditional role than ,_do males. 
Hypothesis ·Four 
There is no difference by sex, maritai status, and college in the 
means om (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non ... _traditionalism, 
and (4) estrangement. 
Generally the findings for this hypothesis give support to the. 
previous findings. Males are higher tqan females on dominance and. tra-
ditionalism, not marrieds. are higher· than marrieds on both dominance. 
and traditionalism, and College Bis higher than College Won dominance 
and·traditionalism. The general implication is that sex, marital sta-
tus, and college are all related to the degree of .endorsement of tra-
ditionalism and dominance? And single males matriculating on.a pre-
dominantly Black campus are more traditionally oriented .than any other. 
group, whi.le single females matriculating at a. predominantly White 
college are;less .traditioI).ally oriented. than any.other group. 
For non-trl:lditionalism females score, highe.r than males, marrieds 
score higher than not· marrieds, and College B scores higher· than. College 
W. It is importaI).t to note that there is more agreement between 
various groups on non-traditionalism than.there is on traditionalism •. 
Traditionalism appears to be much more.controversial than non~ 
traqitionalism. . 
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For the estrangem~nt scale, males are generally higher than females, 
not. marrieds are . higher . than marrieds, and . College B . is higher than 
College w. These differences are not statistically significq.nto . 
Hypothesis Five 
There is nodifferenceamong categories of sex, college, and. 
marital status on the intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, 
(2)_ traditionalism, (3) non-t:t:"aditionalism, (4) estrangement, and 
(5) relateq variables of religiosity, educational level, social class, 
connnitment to. Black separatism, Black and, White integration, Blacl~. 
power movement; Women'.s liberation .movement, and mother's .occupationo 
The findings indicate·that.there is a definite ~ositive relation-
ship between traditionalism and dominance, sin<;:e these correlations are 
substantively significant· for all. categories. Traditionalism and 
dominance·are positively related, indicating that the tendency to.sc9re 
high, on. one is· accompanied by the tendency to .. score high on th~ 
othero It is important to note, however, tqat this relationship is 
generally stronger .. for males than· for females. Although correlations 
be~ween traditionalism and estrangement are generally.not·substan~ively 
significant, they are stat:i,.stically significant .and posit:1;.ve for males 
in all.categories except for mq.rried males at College B. For females 
this relationship d~es not occur, with the.exception of one group -
married females at College W. 
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Hypothesis.Six. 
There is no difference among categories .of·se~ and marital status 
· on the intercorrelations among: (1) dominance, (2) tr,aclitional:i,.sm, 
(3} non-traditionalism, . (4). est:rangement, · and (5) related variables ,of· 
religiosity, educational level, social class, cC?mmitmen,t to Black 
separatism, Black and White intE!!grat:i,on; .Black power ·movemeqt, Women's· 
liberation movement; and mpther's occupation. 
Fiµdi~gs show that the m~st consistent relations,hip. ::i.s a positive 
; 
r~lationship between dominance and· traditionalism. TIJ.is relationship 
holds for all categories of .sex and marita~ status. There is a positive 
relationship between estrangement an~ traditionalism and between 
estrangement and non-traditionalism for married males. Correlations be-
tween estrangement and role. prescription: scales is less. significant. 
for females than for males. Other variables are not, significantly 
related to the four scales of dominance; traditiona+ism, -non-
traditionalism, and estrangement. 
Hypothesis Seven, 
There is n~ difference among categories ·of,sex, and college on the 
intercoq:elations among: (1) dominance, (2) traditionalism, (3) non-
traditionalism, (4) estrangen;ient, and (5) related variables of.reli-
giosity, educational.level, social class, connnitment to Black separa-
tism, Black and White integration, Women's liberation movement, and 
mother's occupation. 
Again. the relationship between dominance and· traditionalism holds 
fer all categories and is strongest for males in College W. The cerre-
lations between estrangement and the role prescription scales, though 
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n9t s1,1bstantiv:ely significant, become less significant for fema,les than 
for males. Other variables are.not significant+y related. 
Correlation data generally implies that. there is no relationship 
between role·prescr:i,ptions and religiosity, educat:ional +evel, social 
class, c9mmitmen1;: te social movem.ents, or .mother's ,occupation. There. 
is a relationship between traditional role prescription and dominance; 
and there is weak relationship bet;:ween estrangement and.both role, 
prescription scales. 
Among. females, there is no difference by categories of High,.· 
Middle, and Low traditionalism, nor for .High, Middle, and Low non-
traditionalism, on dominance.and estrangement. 
Findings suggest that.there is a consistent difference in scores 
on dominance and estrangement by categories. Th.e group most oriented 
to dominance is,also most estranged. Th:i,s.grqup scores high•on both· 
role prescriptions scales, which tends to suggest t~at estrangement is 
more prevalent fo:i:; those subjects.with incongruent prescriptionso In 
contrast, the least estranged group is that group which scores low on 
both role prescription scales. This could tend to indicate that.role 
prescriptions, re~ardless of type, are related ta estrangement.,_ It -is. 
important ta nqte that those, groups which sc;ore higher- on traditionalism, 
in all categories, are more estranged than those who score low on tra~ 
ditionalism. The general implication is.that adherence to role pre~ 
scriptions c1;eates estrangement from self and adherence to the.tradi-. 
tional,role prescription creates even ~ore estrangement: from self. The 
same is true of orientation .to dominance in evaluating role prescriptions. 
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llyp~thesis Nine 
Among females there is no difference by paired ca.t~gories of tri-:-
chotomized traditional and. non,traQitional,on dominance and estrange-
ment •. 
Again, t~ose who score higher on traditionalism also score high on 
dominanc~ and estr~ngement. The means scores on estrangement and tra-
ditionalism decrease with decreasing categories on traditio.nalism. 
Scores on estrangement.and dominance are notic~ably lower for those 
scoring hi,gh on nqn-traditionalism. It ,is important to note, that. 
scqring high on traditionalism does not imply that one.will score low 
ot1,non-traditionalism, or vice versa, since the means·scores .for these 
groups differ con~iderably. 
Hypothesis Ten 
Among females .there is no differe~ce by paired categories of tri-
cqotomized non-traditional.and dominance.on estrangement, and no differ-
ence by paired categories of traditional and dominance on estrangement. 
Results of analysis ·Of hypothesis·ten gives support to tq,e rela-
tionship betwe~n traditional and. estrangement and be.tween dominance and· 
estrangement; For all categories means scores higher on dominance and 
traditionalism are also highest on estrangement, with the .exception of 
one category. High dominance and high non-traditionalism appear to be, 
the least congruent combination since scores on estrangement is hi,ghest 
for this group. 
The general implication of these findings is that individuals who 
are.highly.oriented.to dominan,ce in evaluating role prescriptions but 
who identify with the non-traditional.female role·prescription tend to 
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be· more. es trangeq from self that). individuals in Gther paired categories. 
Those persons .who do not. evaluate. role. prescriptions in terms of domi-
nance and subordinance, but whq identify with the.traditional female 
role pres.criptioI). are more. estranged than any. group which scores low on 
traditionalism. The reader will recall that scoring high on tradition-
. alism and low on dominance can either be cqnsidered a form of non-, 
traditibnalism or could be considered a type.of incongruence. The 
· score on estrangement for this groups indicate~ that this is a form.of· 
non-traditionalism since for otheJ;' categories of incongruence estrange-·. 
ment scores are considerably higher. 
In _analyzing and interpreting the collected.data.each scale was. 
interpreted and analyzed as the.sum total .of all its .subscales. It 
seems appropriate .and important to consider also the subscales as.they 
related to each other. Findings indicate tqat the subsca],es aJ;'e · rela-
tively independent. It is conceivable, then, that the difference in 
scores for various .male and female. groups could conceivahly' 
be located .on ·some· particular .subscale category. Findings indicate 
that disagreement between ,males and females is consistent with. total 
scale disagreement for both role prescription sc~les. This would 
suggest that when groups differ in role prescript~ons, they differ on 
all:categories of.that.role prescription. It is important to note.that 
the strongest disagreement. on traditionalism between males and females 
is o:p.·role differentiation, and for non-traditionalism it:is.economic 
management. This indicates that though males and females generally 
disagree on the traditional.female role prescription, this disagreement 
increases when. the issue.· h1volved is · the perfor~nce · .of a specific role 
task. And though ma:j.es and· females generally disagree on the 
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non-traditional rol~ prescription, there is more agreement on these 
· subscales than on the traditional subscales. The point of disagreement 
increases for this scale when the issue is financial· indep·encence,, and 
decision making. 
Comparison of Findings and Select:ed,Literature 
For the most, part, researcl:i findiµgs give little support· for many 
of the ideas presented in· the literature. One of the ,most noticeable 
findings in this research is the laek.of a relationship between role. 
prescriptions and social class, religiosity, educational level, and. 
mother's occupation. It is important .to note that the method of 
measuring these variables .could account for the fact that. they do .not 
correlate.with the role prescription scales. It _is possible that with· 
a different, or more refined type of measurement the relationships 
might ,become more pronoun.ced. Also, the amount of variation on these 
variables is restricted because of the nature· of· the researcl).. · A 
correlation coefficient of • 50, which would account for 25 percent of . 
the variance is required for substax:itive significanc~. A less restric-
tive measu~e would reveal a greater number of significant·relationships 
between var.iables in this sample. , 
Contrary.to the belief of at least one writer, the Black women in 
thi1:1 sample, .for the most ·part; do not. 11 ••• long. to. escape. the labor. 
force and to get into the.home ••• " (Hare, 1970:65), but are non-
traditional in th,eir orientation to duties in the family and te their 
role in the family. 
Staples c9ntends that there is a relationship between sex role 
percept::j.on and political orient.ation. Such a relationship did not· 
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appear between sex.· role. prescriptions and. degree · of commitment· to the 
·' social· movements· considered in this research. The fact0rl:! n\ost effe~ 
tivein the· sex-role·prescription, a:;-e sex, mai:ital status, and type of 
college attending. Once again the metho4 of measurement used for these 
variables could .account for the weak reh.tionship between them. This 
research, howevet, sup.ports Staples 1 (1973) descripti,on of Black women 
as being non-trc;tditional and non-subservient i:i;1 the family. 
iiDouble consciousness," "tweness , 11 or "self-estrangement, 1•1 as used 
in this research, are seemingly.closer related to the traditional role 
prescription an,d to orientation to dominance. in evaluating role, pre-
scriptions than to.the lack of adherence to role prescriptions. Those 
individuals who do not:adhere to either role prescriptions are less 
estranged from self than those.who hold to at least one. Those who 
eTI,dor.se only one role pl;'escription are lesl:! estranged than-those who 
endorse both role prescriptions.. In relation to rqle prescriptions, 
it we>uld seem that "double consciousness" is n~t · characteristic ,of the 
majority of Blacks in this sample, nor is estrangement from self, if· 
the two.can be used interchangeably. Males are found to be generally 
more estranged. from self ,than fema:!.es. 
For the most ·part Black women .are not confused about their pre-. 
ference of role behavior. The majority endorse one.role prescription 
or neither rol~ prescriptioQ.. Also, there is not widespread agreement 
between men and women on. role. prescriptions. There is some vari.ation 
in scores, which tends to indicate some disagreement, but this disagree-
ment is greatest in.relation to the traditional.role·prescription. Both 
men and women.are in considerable agreement concerning .the non-
traditional role prescription. 
Conclusions,and Suggestions for 
Further Research 
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This thesis is concerned with both a traditional and a non-:-
traditional. female role prescription within the f~ily as they relate 
to and are evaluated by Black women and Black men. An~ther important· 
concern is how these role prescriptions. relate to certain social 
factors and to tq.e . "self." 
The writer concludes, from research .analysis, that there is dis- . 
agreettien t among ·. Black males and females on. the ideal .female · familial 
role~ Concepts of the ideal rol~ prescription definitely varies with 
the type of·college one,attends, and with marita,l·status •. It is con-:-
cluded that males are generally more traditionally oriented than 
females, and traditionalism increases on a predominantly Black camp-µs. 
Females are generally more ·non-traditional tha11, males and non-:-
traditionalism increases.on predominantly White campuses, 
It is evident .in this research that one's ideal .. role. prescription 
is more relat~d to.sex, college, .and marital status, than to any other 
factors considered. Degree of commitment to the social movements, 
apparently, has no noticeable effect on ideal role prescriptions, nor 
does . demographic data •. 
Fuvther research might examine more thoroughly the relationships 
between these various. variables by a more. direct and. explicit comparison 
of groups. In-relation to.the social movements, it ceuldbe'that rela-
tionship between role prescriptions and social movements become mqre 
pronounced with extremes of commitment and non-commitment. A comparison 
between those.people who are actively.committec;l to a certain social 
movement to. those who are only, verbally committed or not· committed 
could show interesting differences. 
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A closer examination of the·structu:ral .and social differences 
between colleges cquld better explain the source of the differences in 
these role prescriptions related to cqllege. The fact that subject.s 
from the.predominantly Black Cijmpus sco+e higher on ·tcaditionalism may 
be related to some factor not considered in this research. 
The relationship of role prescriptions to self-estrangement· might 
also be mere thoroughly researcqed. It is possible that these role 
prescriptions are related to other aspec~s of the self s.uch as self-
acceptance; or self image. This researcl). indicates that estrangement· 
from self is positively correlated with traditional female role pre-
scriptions. It is possible that certain·aspects of this female role 
prescription may be the source .of·this estrangement rather than.the 
s~m total of all.aspects considered. 
Mos.t · importantJ,.y, this re1;1earch does not consider the relationship 
between actual role behavior, · and prescribed ideal role . behavior. 
Further research might. reveal the extent of self-estrangement .related 
to the ideal versus the. real role performance •. · 
A more complete and involved measure of religiosity, social class 
and mother's occupations would more e~plicitly, reveal the relationships 
between these variables and role prescriptions. Also a more thorc;,ugh 
analysis of these variables in relation to role .presGrip ..tions would 
clearly delineate the areas of relatedness •. 
The censtruc.ted .scales whtch were us;ed to measure rele prescrip-
tions were not pretested., One suggestion for further.research is.to 
redefine the seal.es so. that. they more accurately measure the desired 
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r0le prescription. Also other types o'f f,emal~ familial role prescrip-
tions might be take~ into consideration. 
It ,is obvious that much research remains to be done in this area. 
It is hoped. that· research, in the. area of sex- roles as they relate to 
Black people, and Black women in part:i,cular will ,be continued.. It is 
also hoped that this re.search will fill some of the existing gaps, in 
the lmowledge of sex roles. The majority of. literature tends to be of 
an opinionated nature,. not supported by research; and where research 
has been c9nducted with samples of Black people, the samples have 
tended to be small (e.g., 10). It .is the writer's contention that 
extensive empirical research in the area of Black familial role pre~ 
scriptions wouJ,d facilitate. a better understanding of the relationships 
between Black men and Black wom~n. 
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March 4, 1974 
Dear Fellow Black Student: 
I am presently engaged in a study of Black Women. There are many 
different opinions as to what .. is the proper role. of Black women in the 
family today. I am interested in your opinions and ideas on the 
subject. 
Your name was taken from a list .of all Black students at OSU. 
Enclosed is· a questionnaire .which has been designed to obtain informa-
tion about you and your attitudes regarding female family roles as 
they relate to Black women, . 
Your cooperation is important in th.e success of this research 
project. If you,do not live in a .residence hall, please return the 
questionnaire in the enclosed stamped envelope. If you do live in a 
campus residence hall, please return the questionnaire in the.enclosed 
campus mail envelope. All information will be kept in strictest con-· 
fidence. 
Thank you for your time and your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
Patricia,A. Bell-
Department ·. of Sociology 
Oklahoma State University 
April 10, 1974 
Dear Fellow Black Student: 
As yet I have not received .the questionnaire I sent to you: about 
a month ago. Your questionnaire is very important, so I will ask you 
to return it to me as soon as possible. 
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I a~ enclosing another questionnaire, since you may have lQst or 
misplaced the first one.· I know that you ··are busy, but; perhaps, you 
could spare a few minutes to , help me with this study. You may recall 
that th~ stuqy is concerned with the pr.aper role; pf :B1a:ck women· in ·the. 
family today. It is important to. the success of the .research· that I· 
have your opinion and ideas on the subject. 
If you do not. live in a r~sidence · hall, pleq.se return the question-
naire in the enclosed stampe-d,envelope. If you do live in a campus 
residence hall; please rei4rn the questionnaire in the .enclosed campus 
envelope. All informa~ion will be kept in strictest confidence. 
Thank you for your time and you~ cooperation, 
Sincerely, 
Patricia A. Bell 
Department of Sociology 
Oklaho~a State University 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
The following questions, are concerned _with general opinions and back-
- ground material._· Some questions require only circling the response 
-while others need to be fill~d in. Be sure to answer all items and be· 
careful not. to skip a page, since que1;1 tions are en bath sides of the 
paper. 
Instructions: Please indicat;e your degree of acceptance or rejection 
of the items in tb,is section by , circling only , one of the 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 _ 7 
1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 ._3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 · 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. The most i~portant,member of the family 
is the one gives st~tus _and prestige to 
the family. 
2. The discipline of children should in-
volve joint decisions of both parents., 
3. Marriages would work out better if 
partners were not restricted to doing 
certain task$ or dutie$. 
4~ . ThE: wife should wo.rk OlllY when there is 
a definite economic need. 
5. The most dominant.member.of.the family 
is the one.who earns the most money. 
6. When I am around other people, I try to 
keep in mind that saying _what you really 
feel oft;en gets you_in trouble. 
7. It'.s o.k. ;for, a.wife to earn more money 
than her hu.sband~ 
8. The h~sband's,sexual satisfaction is 
more.important thaq his wife's. 
9. What others thi~k I should do is usually 
not what I would really like to do. 
10. The wife should be responsible for what~ 
ever contraception used. 
11. The most dominant member of the family 
is the one.who is most intelligent. 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1· 2. 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 · 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 · 3 4 5 · 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 - 3 4 5 6 7 
1 . 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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13. Sometimes I get-restless because I 
can.' t express my. real feelings when 
tal~tng and· doing things with others •. 
14. If a husband runs arqund, so c~n his 
wife. 
15. Women . should be .. mere, concerne4 ab 0\.1 t · 
educational development than about 
physical attract~veness. 
16. A day-care center cannot·replace the 
mother· for daily care of children •. 
17. I have found,that_more often than not 
the rules in-our world go against 
human . nature. 
18. Women often make better "heads of the 
family" than men. 
19. The primary purpose of marriage is the. 
mutuai satisfaction of man and woman. 
20. In marriage, somebody.has to be the 
boss. 
21. Women should not: initiat~ sexual rela-
tions .• 
22. Marriages .would work out.better if the 
roles of husband and wife .are sharply 
dfined. 
23. Th~ most donµ.nant me11l,ber of. the family 
is the one who makes the important 
financial decisions •. 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
L 2 3 4 5· 6 ·7 · 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 
(1) Black separatist movement. 
(2) Black and White int~gratfon. 
(3) Black power.movement. 
(4) Women's liberation movement. 




1 2 3 4 5 - 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 .3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2- 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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25. The husband.should be c9ncerned to meet 
his wife's sexual nee4s. 
26. It is a reflection on a husband's man-
hood if his wife works. 
27. I frequently have to do things to 
please others that I would rather not 
do. 
28. The duties of some family members are of 
more importance to the well-being of .the 
family than others. 
29. A wife should be financially independent. 
30. Both husband and wife should share 
equally in decision making._ 
31. A woman is not fulfilled until she has 
children. 
32. I have found that just being your natu-
ral self won I t get yo"U very far in this 
world. 
33. Women should be as conc.erned about 
their. careers as. they are about. house-
hold man1;1gement. 
34. It is possible for a husband to be 
sexually satisfied with his wife for 
his entire life. 
35. Being a good parent and housekeeper 
requires less intelligence than-earning 
a living requires. 
36. Birth control is the responsibility of 
both husband and wife. -
3 7. To be fulfilled, wives must also be in-
volved in socially relevant activities. 
38. In marriage a wife shouldn't always 
subordinate her own needs to those of 
her family. 
39. Under no circumstances should a wife 
run around on her husband._ 
40. The most dominant.member of the family 
is the one who the other family members 
respect the most. 
41. The daily needs of the child is the 
responsibility of both parents. 
42. Women are better off in the home than 
in a job or profession. 




1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 . 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2. 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 
1 2. 3 4 .5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 :7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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43. Marriages woulcd work out better if the 
rol~s of _husband and wife are strictly 
adhered to. 
44. In marriage a major responi;iibility of 
the wife is to keep her family happy •. 
45. A mother should,discipline children as 
the father desires. 
46 •. Th.e primary pu:r;pose of marriage is to 
raise children. 
47. Some equality in marriage is a good, 
thing, but by and 'large a.wife should 
leave the major decisions.up to her 
husband. 
48 •. I have found that in.order to get.along 
in this world ust,ially you have to put 
on an act instead of being able to be 
your· real self. 
49. A woman has other things to offer in 
marriage than sex and motherhood. 
50. A wife should be aggressive during 
sexual relations •. 
51. On the average, women and men are 
equa+ly intelligent. 
52. It is important for a woi:p.sn to be 
sexually satisfied.· 
53. It is the husband's responsibility to 
prevent unwant~d pregnancies. 
54. A woman whose children are messy-or 
rowdy has failed in.her duties as a. 
mother. 
PART II 
1. What is your age in years? ----
2. Which of the following categories comes c:I,oser to your father's 
occupation? If your father is retired, deceased, or unemployed, 
indicate his former or customary occupation.· (Mark only one) 
1. Unskilled worker (laborer, farm worker, janitor) 
2. Semiskilled worker (machine operator) 
3. Service worker (policeman, firem~n, barber, etc.) 
4. Skilled worker or craftsman (ca.rpenter~ electrician, 
plumber, etc.) 
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5. · Salesman, bookkeeper, secretary, office worker, etc. 
6-. Owner, manager, partner of a small business; . lower level . 
·· government of:f;icial ,. milit~ry cqmmissionerl officer •. · 
7.·· Professional ·requiring a .bachelor's degree (engineer, 
··· elementary or secondary· school. teacher, etc.) 
8.. · Owner, high-level executive - large bus.iness or . high-:level 
goverµment.age:p.ey 
9. Professional requiring an advanced college degree (doctor, 
lawyer, college professor, etc.) 
3. ffllich of . the 
occupation? 
indicate her 
following categories comes closest to your mother.' s 
If your mother is r~tired, deceased, or unemployed, 
former or.customary occupation. (Mark only one) 
1~ Unskilled.laborer (maid, cook, etc.) 
2. Semiskilled worker (machine operator, seamstress, telephone 
operator) 
3. Service worker (policewoman, beautician, etc.) 
4. Skilled worker or craftswoman, (tailoress, lab technician, 
etc.) 
5. Saleswoman, bookkeeper, secretary, officeworker, etc •. 
6. Owner, manager; partner of a small· bus.ines.s; lower .. level 
government official, military comm:Lssioned officer 
7. Professional requiring a bachelor's degree (engineer, 
elementary-or secondary school teacher, etc.) 
B. Owner, high-level executive - large business or high-level 
goverment agency 
9. Pr~fessional requiring an advanced college degree (doctor, 
laywer, college.professor, etc.) 
4. Which of the .following most, nearly describes the structu.re of your 
family: 
1. Father, mother, and CQildren 
2. Father and children 
3. Mother and children 
4. Fa~her, mother, children and one or.more·relatives 
5. Mother, ch:i,ldren, and one or more relatives. 
6. Father, children, and one.or more relatives 
7. Other (please describe) 
5. How often do you attend religious services? 
1. At least four times a month 
2. Once or twice .a month 
3 • A few times. a year 
4. Hardly ever 
6. What is your sex? _1. Male, 2. Female 
7. .If not presently married, do you want to be married some day? 
-·-.-
1. Yes 
--,- 2. No 
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9. How· often· do you date?. 
1. Th~e or four tim~s a week 
2. About once a week 
3. Once or twice a month 
4. Less than once,a month·· 
10. Please rank. the following, marking the most d~sirable 1., the next 
most desirable 2., etc. 
11. What 
___ Marriage and j 01? when needed 
___ Marriage:and a career 
___ Marriage without.being on the job market 
___ Career without marriage 
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COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS OF SCALES AND RELATED 




COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS OF SCALES .AND RELATED VARIABLES 
BY SEX, BY MI\RITAL STATUS, AND BY COLLEGE 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Males 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .64a 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.08 -.07 
Self-Estrangement 4 .42 .36 .16 
Religiosity 5 -.08 -.20 -.07 -.02 
Educational Level 6 .08 .12 .01 ,16 .29 
Social Class 7 .10 .08 -.10 .06 -.12 .10 
Black Separatism 8 -.24 -.24 .02 -.12 .oo ..,;,11 .03 
Black/White Integration 9 .10 .13 -.05 -.01 -.05 .il .02 -.12 
Black Power Mov~ment 10 .02 .10 -.09 .12 .oo .03 .01 .32 .21 
Women's Liberation 11 .02 -.03 -.18 -.04 -.09 .02 .08 ,11 .24 .20 
~other's Occ\lpation 12 .19 .12 -.03 ,19 -.21 -.06 ,50 -.04 .15 -.12 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Femal~s 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Dominance 1 
.59b Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.06 -.19 
Self-Estrangement 4 , 20 .18 ,25 
Religiosity 5 -.08 -.25 .15 .09 
Educational Level 6 .16 .02 .13 .11 .20 
Social Class 7 -.12 -.07 -.03 -,08 .oo .13 
Black Separatism 8 -.13 "-.19 -.08 -.13 .01 .10 .05 
Black/White Integration 9 -.03 .oo .00 .07 .06 .oo .00 -.13 
Black Power Movement 10 -.14 .01 -.10 -.03 -.13 .13 .01 .43 .08 
Women's Liberation 11 -.01 .oo .00 ,08 .04 .04 .01 .14 .16 .32 
Mother's Occupation 12 .oo -.06 .oo -.08 -.01 .01 .43 -.03 .oo .01 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by College I 
1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .57c 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.03 -.05 
Self-Estrangement 4 .27 .25 .28 
Religiosity s -.02 -.14 -.04 .02 
Educational Level 6 .03 .08 .01 .13 -.02 
Social Class 7 .02 .03 -.11 .00 -.04 .11 
Black Separatism 8 -.06 -.06 -.01 -.08 .oo -.04 .08 
Black/White Integration 9 .04 .04 .01 .03 .01 .08 -.05 -.04 
Black Power Movement 10 .01 ,12 -.06 .04 -.OS .13 .oo .39 ,13 
Women's Liberation 11 .oo -.03 -.05 .07 -.01 .03 .08 ,12 .17 .24 









Table XIX (Continued) 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by College II 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
.65d Traditionalism 2 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.14 -.28 
Self-Estrangement 4 .35 .27 .06 
Religiosity 5 -.05 -.21 .07 .07 
Educational Level 6 .01 .13 -.02 .02 .12 
Social Class 7 -.04 -.04 -.02 -.04 -.06 -.12 
Black Separatism 8 -.23 -.22 ..-.04 -.11 .00 .01 .02 
Black/Uhite Integration 9 -.05 .05 -.10 .oo .06 -.03 .09 - •. 18 
Black Power Movement 10 -.08 .07 -.18 .05 -.04 .04 .04 .36 .21 
Women's Liberation 11 .02 .05 -.15 .06 .oo -.13 .02 .14 .22 .30 
Mother's Occupation 12 .03 -.03 .04 -.03 -.17 .02 .42 -.07 .05 .oo .oo 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Married 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .66 e 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.03 -.08 
Self-Estraggement 4 .44 .48 .17 
Religiosity 5 -.05 -.17 -.11 -.13 
Educational Level 6 .18 .03 .11 -.11 .08 
Social Class 7 .16 .18 -.21 .07 -.01 .12 
Black Separatism 8 -.04 -.18 .03 -.14 -.01 .03 .07 
Black/White Integration 9 -.02 -.05 -.05 -.04 -.04 .17 .11 -.13 
Black Power Movement 10 .15 .26 -.14 .19 -.22 -,10 ,11 .30 ; 19 
Women's Liberation 11 .11 .13 -.19 .01 -.12 .20 .17 .04 .15 .33 
Mother's Occupation 12 .01 .23 -.20 .05 -.06 .19 .51 .00 .19 .08 .23 
Correlations between Scales and Related Variables by Not Married 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Dominance 1 
Traditionalism 2 .62 f 
Non-Traditionalism 3 -.10 -.17 
Self-Estrangement 4 .29 .23 .20 
Religiosity 5 -.04 -.18 .04 .10 
Educational Level 6 -.03 -.10 .11 .13 .04 
Social Class 7 -.03 -.01 -.02 -.02 -.08 .09 
Black Separatism 8 -.18 -.19 -.04 -.10 .01 .04 .02 
Black/White Integration 9 .05 .09 -.02 .06 .oo -.12 .oo -.10 
Black Power Movement 10 -.07 .02 -.10 -.05 .01 .20 .00 .41 .15 
Women's Liberation 11 -.03 -.06 -.07 .01 .04 -.03 .02 .17 .19 .24 
Mother's Occupation 12 .05 -.02 .03 -.05 -.13 .12 :46 -.03 ;04 -.08 .01 
·~ith df 201 a Pearson r of .14 is significant at .05 level. 
bWith df 188 a Pearson r of .14 is significant at .05 level. 
~ith df 245 a Pearson r of .14 is significant at .05 level. 
~ith df 152 a Pearson r of .16 is significant at ,05 level. 
~ith df 80 a Pearson r of .22 is significant at .05 level. 
£With df 308 a Pearson r of .11 is significant at .05 level. 
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